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Important Safety Warnings, Cautions, and Notes
WARNINGS, CAUTIONS, and NOTES contained in this manual emphasize critical 
instructions as follows:

Important information that should not be overlooked. 

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in personal 
injury or environmental contamination.

An operating procedure which, if not strictly observed, may result in damage 
to the equipment.

Burn hazard. Hot surface. Do not touch, allow to cool before servicing.

Electrical Safety
High voltages are present in the analyzer housings. Always shut down power source(s) 
before performing maintenance or troubleshooting. Only a qualified electrician should 
make electrical connections and ground checks.

Any use of the equipment in a manner not specified by the manufacturer may impair 
the safety protection originally provided by the equipment.

Grounding
Instrument grounding is mandatory. Performance specifications and safety protection 
are void if instrument is operated from an improperly grounded power source.

Verify ground continuity of all equipment before applying power.
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Personnel and Equipment Safety Information
This section describes important safety information to avoid personal injury and  
damage to the equipment while installing, operating, maintaining, or servicing the 
equipment. All safety regulations, standards, and procedures at the analyzer location 
must be followed.

All personnel involved with the installation, start-up, operation, maintenance, service, or 
troubleshooting of the analyzer must review and follow these Warnings and Cautions.

Purged Analyzer (Hazardous Location) Applications 
[Special Conditions for Safe Use] 
The analyzer may only be energized by using the Purge Bypass Switch with 
permission of the works manager or his proxy. The permission may only be 
given when it is made sure that during the time the system is energized by us-
ing this switch an explosive atmosphere is not present or when the necessary 
protective measures against explosion hazard have been taken (“hot permit”). 
 
The analyzer enclosure may not be opened when an explosive atmosphere is 
present.

Always disconnect mains AC power and/or external power sources to the ana-
lyzer before opening any covers or doors on the analyzer to check or perform 
maintenance on any components within the enclosures. 
 
If it is necessary to open the analyzer’s covers or doors while the circuits are 
live, test the area for flammable gases (and proceed only when the area is 
safe). 
 
Purged Analyzer (Hazardous Location) Applications 
To work on the analyzer with it powered up and its Electronics Enclosure door 
open, the Purge Bypass Switch must be in the “BYPASS” position. 
 
When the Electronics Enclosure door is open, take appropriate precautions to 
avoid electrical shock. Hazardous voltages are present inside.

Refer to the analyzer User Manual for additional warnings when working on 
the analyzer and ASR900 Sample Probe.

Any adjustments or servicing of the analyzer while it is energized should be 
performed only by properly trained and qualified personnel.
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 For hazardous areas, all covers must be tightly fastened with all screws or 
latches while the circuits are live.

The Probe Heater Assembly, Analyzer Oven enclosure, and components within 
the Analyzer Oven are hot; take precautions to avoid burning yourself.

If potentially flammable gases or vapors are present, do not open any covers 
on the analyzer without first disconnecting mains AC power and/or alternate 
power sources to the analyzer.

The ASR900 Heater Assembly is certified for use in hazardous classified areas 
and is rated T3, which means that it will not produce surface temperatures 
higher than 200 °C that could be an ignition source. This rating, however, is 
based on the maximum temperature that can be achieved with energy sup-
plied by its electrical heater. An internal thermal switch disables the heater at 
170 °C. In practice, this is the limiting factor, but those responsible for installa-
tion and maintenance of the overall probe assembly must take other factors 
into consideration. 
 
Although the maximum process temperatures are stated as 210 °C (standard) 
and 450 °C (High Temperature version) these ratings apply to the probe and 
valve assemblies. In normal installations, the low sample flow and aspirator 
operation, combined with simple thermal losses, result in temperatures well 
below the dewpoint of the sample, so the heater must be added. However, if 
installed incorrectly, the use of external insulation and heat tracing could theo-
retically combine with high process temperature and process radiation to drive 
the surface of the heater assembly over 200 °C without any internal electrical 
heating being applied. To ensure this is not the case, the user must verify that 
the probe heater is being controlled at its set point and not being influenced 
by the process temperature. If the analyzer indicates the temperature is higher 
than the setpoint (greater than 170 °C), this indicates a problem.
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When working on the analyzer/ASR900 Probe, all safety policies and proce-
dures for the hazardous area must be strictly followed. These policies and 
procedures are specified by the Owner Company and the local electrical 
inspection authority.

Any electrical connections, adjustments, or servicing of the analyzer/ASR900 
Probe while it is energized or de-energized should be performed only by 
properly trained and qualified personnel using materials and methods 
specified and approved by the Owner Company and the local electrical 
inspection authority.

For electrical-shock protection, the analyzer/ASR900 Probe must be operated 
from a grounded power source that has a securely connected protective-
ground contact.

Disconnect the power before removing any components from the analyzer or 
ASR900 Probe.
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Warning Labels

These symbols may appear on the instrument to alert you of existing conditions.

Protective Conductor Terminal 
(BORNIER DE L’ECRAN DE PROTECTION) 
Schutzerde

Caution – Risk of electric shock 
(ATTENTION – RISQUE DE DÉCHARGE ÉLECTRIQUE) 
Achtung – Hochspannung Lebensgefahr

Caution – Refer to accompanying documents 
(ATTENTION – SE RÉFERER AUX DOCUMENTS JOINTS) 
Achtung – Beachten Sie beiliegende Dokumente

CAUTION – Hot Surface 
(ATTENTION – SURFACE CHAUDE) 
Achtung – Heiße Oberfläche

Environmental Information – WEEE

This AMETEK product contains materials that can be reclaimed and recycled. In some 
cases the product may contain materials known to be hazardous to the environ-
ment or human health. In order to prevent the release of harmful substances into the 
environment and to conserve our natural resources, AMETEK recommends that you 
arrange to recycle this product when it reaches its “end of life.”

Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) should never be disposed of in a 
municipal waste system (residential trash). The Wheelie Bin marking on this product is 
a reminder to dispose of the product properly after it has completed its useful life and 
been removed from service. Metals, plastics, and other components are recyclable and 
you can do your part by doing one of the following:

• When the equipment is ready to be disposed of, take it to your 
local or regional waste collection administration for recycling.

• If you need further assistance in recycling your AMETEK product, 
contact us through our Customer Support page at  
www.ametekpi.com/customersupport/aftermarket.
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Special Warnings and Information

Equipment Used in Hazardous Locations

Refer to Chapter 4 – Specifications for details about the suitability of this equipment in 
hazardous areas.

Explosion Hazard – Do Not Disconnect Equipment Unless Power Has Been 
Switched Off or the Area is Known to be Non-Hazardous.

Risque d’explosion – Avant de déconnecter l’équipement, coupez le courant où 
vous assurez que l’emplacement est designé non dangereux.

All input and output wiring must be in accordance with wiring methods authorized 
for the area classification by the authority having jurisdiction. Ex d glands or stopping 
boxes (seals) must be installed on flameproof enclosures.
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Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

Read and follow the recommendations in this section to avoid performance 
variations or damage to the internal circuits of this equipment when installed 
in harsh electrical environments.

The various configurations of the 900-Series Analyzers and/or ASR900 Sample Probe 
should not produce, or fall victim to, electromagnetic disturbances as specified in the 
European Union’s EMC Directive. Strict compliance to the EMC Directive requires that 
certain installation techniques and wiring practices are used to prevent or minimize 
erratic behavior of the Analyzer /Sample Probe or its electronic neighbors. Below are 
examples of the techniques and wiring practices to be followed.

In meeting the EMC requirements, the various Analyzer configurations described in 
this manual rely heavily on the use of metallic shielded cables used to connect to the 
customer’s equipment and power. Foil and braid shielded I/O and DC power cables are 
recommended for use in otherwise unprotected situations. In addition, hard conduit, 
flexible conduit, and armor around non-shielded wiring also provides excellent con-
trol of radio frequency disturbances. However, use of these shielding techniques is 
effective only when the shielding element is connected to the equipment chassis/
earth ground at both ends of the cable run. This may cause ground loop problems 
in some cases. These should be treated on a case-by-case basis. Disconnecting one 
shield ground may not provide sufficient protection depending on the electronic 
environment. Connecting one shield ground via a 0.1 microfarad ceramic capacitor is 
a technique allowing high frequency shield bonding while avoiding the AC-ground 
metal connection. In the case of shielded cables the drain wire or braid connection 
must be kept short. A two-inch connection distance between the shield’s end and the 
nearest grounded chassis point, ground bar or terminal is highly recommended. An 
even greater degree of shield performance can be achieved by using metallic glands 
for shielded cable entry into metal enclosures. Expose enough of the braid/foil/drain 
where it passes through the gland so that the shield materials can be wrapped back-
wards onto the cable jacket and captured inside the gland, and tightened up against 
the metal interior.

Inductive loads connected to the low voltage “Alarm Contacts” are not recommended. 
However, if this becomes a necessity, adhere to proper techniques and wiring practic-
es. Install an appropriate transient voltage suppression device (low voltage MOV, “Tran-
szorb,” or R/C) as close as possible to the inductive device to reduce the generation of 
transients. Do not run this type of signal wiring along with other I/O or DC in the same 
shielded cable. Inductive load wiring must be separated from other circuits in conduit 
by using an additional cable shield on the offending cable.
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In general, for optimum protection against high frequency transients and other 
disturbances, do not allow installation of this Analyzer where its unshielded I/O and 
DC circuits are physically mixed with AC mains or any other circuit that could induce 
transients into the Analyzer or the overall system. Examples of electrical events and 
devices known for the generation of harmful electromagnetic disturbances include 
motors, capacitor bank switching, storm related transients, RF welding equipment, 
static, and walkie-talkies.
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Overview

This manual describes how to retrofit the Advanced Sulfur Reduction (ASR900) 
Sample Probe when replacing an existing Sample Valve, and how to install the 
ASR900 Sample Probe for new applications (Chapter 2).

This manual also describes (Chapter 3) general care and maintenance – includ-
ing changing out replaceable parts – for the Sample Probe, to ensure it contin-
ues to operate at peak efficiency.

About the ASR900 Sample Probe
The ASR900 Sample Probe is a heated probe that uses a dedicated tempera-
ture controller to heat and maintain the temperature of the Sample Probe 
Assembly at 130–135 °C/266–275 °F. To do this, the analyzer uses a control loop 
with a temperature sensor to control the probe temperature. This heats the 
sample gas and removes excess sulfur at the extraction point.

The ASR900 Probe Heater is protected from overheating by a temperature 
switch, which will disconnect power if the heater exceeds approximately  
170 °C/338 °F. If the temperature of the probe falls below the analyzer too cold 
parameter (TCold = 125 °C/257 °F), the analyzer Microcontroller board will 
de-energize the flow control valve to allow zero gas to backpurge the entire 
sample system.

The aspirator draws sample gas from the sample stream and through the ana-
lyzer sample system, and helps return the condensed sulfur back to the sample 
stream (Figure 1-1). Valves contained within the probe allow for complete 
isolation of the sample system from the sample stream.

Figure 1-1 is an example drawing only. Refer to Final “As-Built” draw-
ings for your system in the analyzer Documentation Package folder 
shipped with the analyzer/probe. Figure 1-2 is Basic ASR900 Probe.
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Figure 1-1.
Example plumbing schematic 
(Zone 1 Analyzer).
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Figure 1-2.
Basic ASR900 Sample Probe 
assembly drawing.
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THESE PARTS ARE INCLUDED IN MATERIAL TRACABILITY INFORMATION

SPARE PARTS REQUIRED FOR PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (SEE
'SERVICE AND PARTS' CHAPTER IN ASR900 SAMPLE PROBE MANUAL)

SPARE PARTS REQUIRED FOR EXTENDED MAINTENANCE (SEE 'SERVICE
AND PARTS' CHAPTER IN ASR900 SAMPLE PROBE MANUAL)**

*

NOT PART OF THIS BOM

SEE NOTE 1

1.

SEE NOTE 1

SEE NOTE 1

SEE NOTE 1

NOTE: BFP modified this drawing June 22/17 to change "GLASS
WOOL" to "Coalescing Element (see Spare Parts List)".
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About the Analyzer Sample System
The sample gas is transported to and from the analyzer by an aspirator con-
tained within the Sample Probe.

Sulfur is removed in the Sample Probe to ensure the sample system does not 
become contaminated or plugged. The temperature of the Sample Line is 
controlled by electric heaters and maintained above the condensation point of 
sulfur.

The components of the Sample Probe and their functions are detailed below 
(see Figures 1-2, 1-3, 1-4.1, and 1-4.2).

Component Function

ASR900 Sample Probe The ASR900 Probe is made up of the following components:

Sample Probe Extends into process/tail gas stream to obtain a representative sample.

Sample Isolation 
Valve

Isolates the analyzer’s sample path from the Sample Probe that extends into the 
process/tail gas stream (Red handle).

SKO (Sulfur Condenser, or Sulfur Knock-Out) Aspirator Drive Air enters the exterior cham-
ber surrounding the SKO and cools the sample gas to the temperature of the Sample 
Probe to remove excess sulfur.

Coalescer Promotes the removal of fine sulfur mist and droplets. 
Stainless steel (typical), or  
Glass wool (special applications).

Aspirator Provides flow to move the sample gas through the sample path, and the condensed 
sulfur (in the Sample Probe) back to the sample stream.

Flow Restrictor (in Solenoid Block) 
Provides a consistent back-pressure for setting the Aspirator Air, which reduces sam-
ple rate fluctuations caused by pro cess pressure fluctuations. The flow rate obtained 
at a gauge pressure of 210 KPA (30 PSIG) is 30 L/min (1 SCFM).

CAUTION:  To avoid plugging problems within the ASR900 Probe, do not remove 
this fitting or replace it with a general purpose fitting.

Vent Isolation Valve Isolates the analyzer’s sample path from the sample stream (Black handle).

Double Block Valve 
Assembly (Optional, 
Basic ASR900 Probes 
only)

This optional two-valve assembly (Sample and Vent) isolates the process gas from 
the upper portion of the ASR900 Probe, to allow for service on the upper portion and 
main Isolation Valves of the ASR900 Probe without having to remove the probe from 
the process. (Special applications only.)

Sample Isolation Needle Valve 
This needle valve (T-handle, below and closest to Red Sample Valve handle) can be 
closed to isolate the ASR900 Probe from the sample stream and to allow service to be 
performed on the upper sections of the ASR900 Probe.

Vent Isolation Needle Valve 
This needle valve (T-handle, below and closest to Black Vent Valve handle) can be 
closed to isolate the HAG Probe from the sample stream and the upper sections of 
the ASR900 Probe. Close this valve to allow service to be performed on the upper 
sections of the Probe.
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Component Function

Probe Heater Assembly The ASR900 Probe Heater maintains the temperature of the Sample Probe at  
130–135 °C/266–275 °F.

Connection Tube (Thermal Insulation Tube) This stainless steel tube encases the Heater Cartridge wires, 
ground wires, and RTD cable, and joins the Junction (terminal) Box to the Heater 
Assembly (heater block).

Junction Box Contains the termination block for power, ground, and RTD wiring for the Heater 
Assembly.

Valve Version Optional mounting type for Sample Probe. This mounting option contains: 

Steam Inlet/Exhaust  
(Valve version only)

Connections for dry, saturated steam, which is used to heat the sample gas within the 
Heat Transfer Block inside the probe.

Heat Transfer Block  
(Valve version only)

Circulates the dry, saturated steam around the Sample Probe pipe within the Sample 
Probe to heat the sample gas.

Steam Jacketed Valve  
(Valve version only)

Isolates the sample stream from the Sample Probe.

Flange Version Optional mounting type for Sample Probe. Mounts to a flange on the sample stream.
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Figure 1-3. 
ASR900 Sample Probe 
Flow Diagram, Standard 
Applications.
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Figure 1-4.1. 
Basic ASR900 Sample Probe Flow 
Diagram, with Optional Double 
Block Valve (Special Applications).
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SEE NOTE

Figure 1-4.2. 
Optional Double Block Valve, 
Basic ASR900 Probe only, Special 
Applications (100-2393).
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Example: 
See Fuse Legend inside 
Electronics Enclosure door..

Example: 
(FlowCtrl) CALF5 0 
Del 1 Ent Ent

Working in This Manual
While working in this manual, icons in the outside page margins represent vari-
ous kinds of information that serve as reminders or extra information about the 
topic, or navigation information when working from the analyzer User Interface.

Descriptions of User Interface commands can be found in the analyzer User 
Manual. 

 Reminder icon: 
These reminders indicate related information about the topic, certain actions that 
are necessary before continuing with the current procedure, or information that is 
recommended by AMETEK.

 Analyzer User Interface Navigation icon: 
While working from the analyzer User Interface, use these navigational aids to quickly 
access different screens and change parameter settings. In this example, the system 
navigates to the Flow Control (FlowCtrl) screen, where ‘1’ is selected to change 
the analyzer’s Flow Control mode to Continuous Backpurge/Zero Flow Mode. See 
“Navigating From the User Interface” in the analyzer User Manual for more information.
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Installation and Start-Up

Safety Considerations

Before installing the ASR900 Probe and powering up its Heater, review 
and follow all safety information in this chapter and under “Personnel 
and Equipment Safety Information” following the Table of Contents. 
This information describes procedures to follow to avoid personal 
injury and/or damage to the equipment. All regulatory agency and 
personnel safety procedures for your jurisdiction must be fol‑
lowed.

Take all appropriate safety precautions to prepare for replacing the 
existing Sample Valve with an ASR900 Sample Probe. 
 
This includes obtaining a “hot permit” plus meeting all other safety 
requirements, as required by company and hazardous areas safety 
policies.

Under normal operating conditions, lethal concentrations of H2S and 
other toxic gases from the sample stream may be present within the 
sample system. The sample system is defined as all components in the 
analyzer system through which sample gas passes. 
 
A breathing apparatus must be worn when installing/removing equip-
ment from the sample gas extraction point. The sample stream is 
under positive pressure, and injury or death from inhaling toxic gases 
in the sample stream could result from attempting to install/remove 
equipment without the use of a breathing apparatus.
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Pre-Installation Requirements

Storage Prior to Installation

If the ASR900 Sample Probe is stored for any period of time prior to installa-
tion, store the equipment in an environment where it is not subject to dripping 
or splashing liquids, corrosive gases, high humidity, or excessive heat or cold. 
Recommended storage conditions include:

Temperature:  0 °C to 50 °C (32 °F to 122 °F)
Relative Humidity:  <70 %

Failure to comply with these storage conditions will void your warranty.

Uncrating and Inspecting the ASR900 Sample Probe

When lifting the ASR900 Sample Probe out of its shipping container, 
or when transporting it to the process pipe, do not use its isolation 
valve handles.

The Probe Heater Assembly is shipped detached from the Sample Probe As-
sembly. This allows for easier installation of the equipment. Upon receiving the 
Sample Probe and the Probe Heater assemblies, remove them from their ship-
ping crates and examine their exteriors for any obvious damage.

If equipment is damaged or parts are missing, notify the carrier and contact 
AMETEK Service (www.ametekpi.com/customersupport/aftermarket) imme-
diately. If damage is found, contact AMETEK Service to verify if damaged parts 
will require replacement prior to safely installing and operating the equip-
ment.
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Tools, Equipment and Supplies Required for 
Installation

• Set of open-end wrenches for fittings.

• Set of metric hexagonal wrenches.

• Set of metric ball drivers.

• Wire cutters, strippers, and crimpers.

• Flat blade instrument screwdriver.

• High temperature thread lubricant (must not contain copper).

• Detergent-based leak detector (Snoop® or another suitable leak detection 
agent is permissible).

• A supply of 1/4-inch 316 stainless steel tubing for the Calibration and Aspi-
rator Drive Air lines (unless they are integrated in the Sample Line). Sup-
plied by customer/end user.
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Installing the ASR900 Sample Probe
This section describes how to install an ASR900 Sample Probe in new 
applications and how to retrofit an existing Sample Valve with AMETEK’s 
ASR900 Sample Probe.

Because of the differences in hardware installation requirements, this section is 
broken into two sections:

• Installing the ASR900 Sample Probe in new applications.

• Retrofitting the ASR900 Sample Probe.

The Sample Probe must be installed a minimum of two pipe diameters 
away from any process piping component that causes process turbu-
lence, such as bends, valves, etc. Failure to comply with this recom-
mendation may result in an excessively noisy and therefore, errone-
ous, output signal. 

To avoid plugging, do not install the Sample Probe horizontally.

IMPORTANT 
Performing ASR900 Probe start-up and verification procedures re-
quires working from the analyzer User Interface. Familiarize yourself 
with the User Interface operations before installing the ASR900 Probe. 
See the analyzer User Manual for details on how to navigate from the 
User Interface.
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Installing the ASR900 Sample Probe in New 
Applications

To install the ASR900 Sample Probe:

To avoid plugging, do not install the Sample Probe horizontally.

1. Prepare the Sample Probe for installation:

• Ensure the probe end is the proper length for the sample stream be-
ing sampled from. If necessary, cut the probe end so that it extends 
30–50 % into the sample stream.

• Ensure the Sample (Red) and Vent (Black) isolation handles on the 
Sample Probe Assembly are closed.

2. Open the Electronics Enclosure and ensure the Analyzer fuse, ASR Probe 
fuse, and all other temperature zone circuitry fuses are open and/or re-
moved.

Potentially lethal concentrations of H2S and/or other toxic gases are 
present in the process. Before proceeding with the next step, follow all 
necessary safety precautions, such as wearing a supply air apparatus.

3. Install the new ASR900 Sample Probe:

If mounting the Sample Probe on a vertical section of pipe, it is critical 
to position the probe with the Vent Valve (black handle) angled down-
ward slightly.

 Applications With a Threaded, Steam-Jacketed Valve (Figure 2-2):  
Apply a thin bead of pipe sealant on the lower threads of the Sample 
Probe Pipe Adapter.

 Open the steam-jacketed valve and then remove the retaining nut that 
secures the isolation valve handle to the steam-jacketed valve. Remove the 
handle. (It is easier to thread the Sample Probe into the threaded, steam-
jacketed valve with this handle removed.)

See Fuse Legend inside 
Electronics Enclosure door.
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 Thread the Sample Probe Assembly into the threaded, steam-jacketed 
valve, being careful not to cross-thread the threads on the Sample Probe.

Valve versions only: 
For proper installation of the Insulating Flex Pack, the Sample Probe 
isolation valve handles must align with the steam inlet/Oven tubing 
to the steam jacketed ball valve.

 Applications With a Flange [ASR900 Sample Probe comes with replace-
ment flange] (Figure 2-3): 
Apply a thin bead of pipe sealant on the lower threads of the Sample 
Probe Pipe Adapter and thread it into the replacement flange, being care-
ful not to cross-thread the threads on the Sample Probe.

If applicable, remove the existing flange blind.

 Using a gasket suitable for the application, connect the Sample Probe/re-
placement flange assembly to the flange on the sample stream.

4. Lay out the Sample and Vent Lines between the ASR900 Probe and the 
analyzer.

5. Connect the Sample and Vent Lines to the Sample Probe.

 The Sample Line fitting is on the same side of the Sample Probe as the 
Sample isolation valve (Red handle). The Vent Line fitting is on the same 
side of the Sample Probe as the Vent isolation valve (Black handle).

Do not install the Insulating Flex Pack on the Sample Probe at this 
time. This will be done after the analyzer and Sample Probe have been 
powered up and leak-checked (with no leaks).
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6. Connect the Sample and Vent Lines to the Sample Inlet/Outlet fittings on 
the analyzer:

 Non-Shelter Installations: 
Route the Sample Line through the upper hole on the left side of the Ana-
lyzer Oven. Connect it to the Sample Inlet fitting.

 Route the Vent Line through the lower hole on the left side of the Analyzer 
Oven. Connect it to the Sample Outlet fitting.

 Shelter Installations: 
Route the Sample Line through the hole marked “Sample Line” on the side 
of the shelter and then through the upper hole on the left side of the Ana-
lyzer Oven. Connect it to the Sample Inlet fitting.

 Route the Vent Line through the hole marked “Vent Line” on the side of the 
shelter and then through the lower hole on the left side of the Analyzer 
Oven. Connect it to the Sample Outlet fitting.

If the Sample and/or Vent Lines have extra length between the Sample 
Probe and the analyzer, properly secure them to avoid any sags or 
sharp bends (to prevent plugging).

7. Perform the following procedures (included in the following pages) in the 
order listed to complete the installation and then return to this procedure:

a. Install the aspirator air line (see “Connecting the Aspirator Drive Air 
Line”).

b. Install the CAL gas line (if required) as per the analyzer drawings lo-
cated in the Documentation Package folder shipped with the analyzer.

 This line, which must be stainless steel, is supplied by the customer/
end user (unless it is integrated in the Sample Line).

c. Complete the wiring (see “Connecting Signals and AC Power”).

d. Apply power to the analyzer (see “Powering Up the Probe Heater As-
sembly and Analyzer”).
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8. Using a suitable detergent-based leak detection fluid (e.g., Snoop®), leak-
check the threaded connections. Also, observe the Aspirator Drive Air Pres-
sure Gauge for any noticeable pressure loss.

To avoid damaging the pressure transducer when leak-checking the 
sample system, use a maximum of 10 PSIG.

 For detailed information about leak-checking fittings, refer to the “Installa-
tion and Start-Up” chapter in the analyzer User Manual.

 Applications With a Threaded Connection: 
Leak-check the Pipe Adapter threads (where the Pipe Adapter enters the 
threaded connection on the process) and the Sample/Vent Line connec-
tion points on the Sample Probe.

 Applications With a Flange: 
Leak-check the Pipe Adapter threads/replacement flange assembly, and 
the Sample/Vent Line connection points on the Sample Probe.

9. If no leaks are present, secure the Heater Assembly on the top of the 
Sample Probe:

a. Ensure the joining surfaces (heat transfer) of the Heater Block (under-
side of the Heater Assembly and the top of the Sample Probe) are free 
of debris. Use a non-abrasive cloth to gently clean the joining surfaces, 
if necessary.

b. Place the Heater Assembly on the Sample Probe with the Junction Box 
positioned on the side where the conduit (North American instal-
lations) or cable (European installations) from the analyzer will be 
installed.

c. Apply a high-temperature thread lubricant to the threads of the four 
(4) M6 x 60 screws, replace the screws, and tighten them to secure the 
Heater Assembly to the Sample Probe.

The thread lubricant must not contain copper.

d. Install the Insulating Flex Pack on the Sample Probe to allow the 
Sample Probe to warm up quickly.
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Retrofitting the ASR900 Sample Probe

This section describes replacing an existing Sample Valve with an ASR900 
Sample Probe in applications with a flanged or threaded steam-jacketed valve.

Removing the Existing Sample Valve and Replacing it With 
the ASR900 Sample Probe

To replace an existing Sample Valve with the ASR900 Probe:

1. Prepare the probe end of the Sample Probe for installation by ensuring the 
probe is the proper length for the sample stream being sampled from. If 
necessary, cut the probe end so that it extends 30–50 % into the sample 
stream. Apply Teflon tape or a liquid thread sealant (must comply with 
company/hazardous location policy) to the probe pipe threads and thread 
it into the bottom of the Pipe Adapter.

2. From the analyzer User Interface Panel, check and record the existing 
Bench Code value. This value will be required later, after installing the new 
software.

 To do this, press F2 1 to display the Bench (Code) screen and the existing 
bench code sum value.

3. From the User Interface Panel, view and record the current numeric value 
displayed for FlowCtrl:

4. Manually Zero the analyzer and allow the analyzer to purge with Zero gas 
to remove all residual gas in the sample system. Information on how to 
Zero the analyzer is described in the analyzer User Manual.

5. After the Zero is complete, isolate the analyzer sample system from the 
sample stream by closing the Sample and Vent isolation valves on the 
existing Sample and Vent steam-jacketed valves.

(FlowCtrl) CALF5 0

(Bench) RUNF2 1
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6. Power down the analyzer and its temperature zone circuitry:

Before proceeding, test the area around the analyzer for flammable 
gases and proceed only when the area is found to be safe. 
 
Do not power up the analyzer or laptop computer (if using) if there is a 
flammable gas atmosphere present.

 For GP analyzers, open the main breaker (explosion-proof switch, if used) 
that supplies AC power to the analyzer.

 If not, open the Electronics Enclosure door and open the Analyzer, Oven 
Heater, and SKO fuses and remove the Sample and Vent Line fuses.

 Before proceeding, allow the Oven to cool to allow the safe removal of 
parts no longer used in the Oven.

After the fuses have been disengaged, wait 5 minutes to allow the 
high-voltage capacitors in the source-lamp power supply to dis-
charge.

 For Zone 1 analyzers, open the main breaker (explosion-proof switch) 
that supplies AC power to the analyzer.

See Fuse Legend inside 
Electronics Enclosure door.
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Always disconnect mains AC power and/or external power sources to 
the analyzer before opening any covers or doors on the analyzer to 
check or perform maintenance on any components within the enclo-
sures. 
 
If it is necessary to open the analyzer’s covers or doors while the circuits 
are live, test the area for flammable gases (and proceed only when the 
area is safe). 
 
Purged Analyzer (Hazardous Location) Applications 
To work on the analyzer with it powered up and its Electronics Enclo-
sure door open, the Purge Bypass Switch must be in the “BYPASS” 
position. 
 
When the Electronics Enclosure door is open, take appropriate precau-
tions to avoid electrical shock. Hazardous voltages are present inside.

Figure 2-1.  
Purge Bypass Switch label.

BB YYPPAASSSS AA CC TTIIVVEE

Purged Analyzer (Hazardous Location) Applications 
[Special Conditions for Safe Use] 
The analyzer may only be energized by using the Purge Bypass Switch 
with permission of the works manager or his proxy. The permission 
may only be given when it is made sure that during the time the system 
is energized by using this switch an explosive atmosphere is not present 
or when the necessary protective measures against explosion hazard 
have been taken (“hot permit”). 
 
The analyzer enclosure may not be opened when an explosive atmo-
sphere is present.
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 Ensure the instrument air is on and ensure all valves in the air supply line 
to the purge controller system remain open. The purge controller system 
will not operate if the air supply to it is off.

 Turn the key in the Purge Bypass Switch to the “BYPASS” position.

 After the area has been monitored for flammable gases (and found to be 
safe), open the Electronics Enclosure door.

After the explosion-proof switch has been opened, wait 5 minutes to 
allow the high-voltage capacitors in the source-lamp power supply to 
discharge.

7. Remove the Sample and Vent Lines from the existing Sample and Vent 
isolation valves and cap the fitting from where each line was removed.

Potentially lethal concentrations of H2S and/or other toxic gases are 
present in the process. Before proceeding, follow all necessary safety 
precautions, such as wearing a supply air apparatus.

8. Prepare the Sample Probe for installation by ensuring its Sample (Red) and 
Vent (Black) isolation handles are closed.

9. Install the new ASR900 Sample Probe:

If mounting the Sample Probe on a vertical section of pipe, it is critical 
to position the probe with the Vent Valve (Black handle) angled down-
ward slightly.

 Applications With a Threaded, Steam-Jacketed Valve (Figure 2-2): 
Using the male (Sample Line) connector fitting, remove the existing Sam-
ple Valve assembly from the threaded, steam-jacketed Sample Valve. After 
the old probe has been removed, immediately close the steam-jacketed 
valve to isolate the process.

 Apply a thin bead of pipe sealant on the lower threads of the Sample 
Probe Pipe Adapter.
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 Open the steam-jacketed valve and then remove the retaining nut that 
secures the isolation valve handle to the steam-jacketed valve. Remove the 
handle. (It is easier to thread the Sample Probe into the threaded, steam-
jacketed valve with this handle removed.)

 Thread the Sample Probe Assembly into the threaded, steam-jacketed 
valve, being careful not to cross-thread the threads on the Sample Probe.

Valve versions only: 
For proper installation of the Insulating Flex Pack, the Sample Probe 
isolation valve handles must align with the steam inlet/Oven tubing 
to the steam jacketed ball valve.

 Applications With a Flanged, Steam-Jacketed Valve [Sample Probe 
comes with replacement flange] (Figure 2-3): 
Apply a thin bead of pipe sealant on the lower threads of the Sample 
Probe Pipe Adapter and thread it into the replacement flange, being care-
ful not to cross-thread the threads on the Sample Probe.

 Remove the existing upper flange/Sample Valve assembly. Using a gasket 
suitable for the application, secure the Sample Probe/replacement flange 
assembly to the sample stream flange.

10. Lay out the Sample and Vent lines between the ASR900 Probe and the 
analyzer.

11. Connect the Sample and Vent Lines to the Sample Probe.

 The Sample Line fitting is on the same side of the Sample Probe as the 
Sample isolation valve (Red handle). The Vent Line fitting is on the same 
side of the Sample Probe as the Vent isolation valve (Black handle).

Do not install the Insulating Flex Pack on the Sample Probe at this 
time. This will be done after the analyzer and Sample Probe have been 
powered up and leak-checked (with no leaks).
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Figure 2-2.  
ASR900 Probe Installation 
Details (threaded valve 
version), Zone 1 applications.
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Figure 2-3.  
ASR900 Probe Installation 
Details (flanged valve version),  
Zone 1 applications.
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12. Connect the Sample and Vent Lines to the Sample Inlet/Outlet Fittings on 
the analyzer:

 Non-Shelter Installations 
Route the Sample Line through the upper hole on the left side of the Ana-
lyzer Oven. Connect it to the Sample Inlet Fitting.

 Route the Vent Line through the lower hole on the left side of the Analyzer 
Oven. Connect it to the Sample Outlet Fitting.

 Shelter Installations 
Route the Sample Line through the hole marked “Sample Line” on the side 
of the shelter and then through the upper hole on the left side of the Ana-
lyzer Oven. Connect it to the Sample Inlet Fitting.

 Route the Vent Line through the hole marked “Vent Line” on the side of the 
shelter and then through the lower hole on the left side of the Analyzer 
Oven. Connect it to the Sample Outlet Fitting.

If the Sample and/or Vent Lines have extra length between the Sample 
Probe and the analyzer, properly secure them to avoid any sags or 
sharp bends (to prevent plugging).

13. Add the supplied 2 A fuse terminal to the bottom of TB2 in the Electronics 
Enclosure. The fuse terminal can connect to an existing rail on the Electron-
ics Enclosure backpan.

 Install the supplied ASR900 Probe solid-state relay (Probe SSR) on the 
Electronics Enclosure backpan, below the Sample Line and Vent Line solid-
state relays. See Figure 2-4 (early model GP analyzers) or Figure 2-5 (Zone 1 
analyzers) for location.

14. Perform the following procedures (included in the following pages) in the 
order listed, and then return to this procedure:

a. Install the new Split-Flow Solenoid Block (see “Removing the Existing 
Solenoid Block and Installing a Split-Flow Solenoid Block”).

b. Remove unnecessary parts from the Analyzer Oven (see “Re-Plumbing 
the Oven and Solenoid Block”).

c. Upgrade the analyzer software (see “Changing the Analyzer Software”).
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Figure 2-4.  
Overall Component Layout, 
early-model GP Analyzers.

15. Perform the following procedures (included later in this chapter), to com-
plete the installation:

a. Install the aspirator air line (see “Connecting the Aspirator Drive Air 
Line”).

b. Complete the wiring (see “Connecting Signals and AC Power”).

c. Apply power to the analyzer (see “Powering Up the Probe Heater As-
sembly and Analyzer”).
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Figure 2-5.  
Overall Component Layout, 
Zone 1 Analyzers.
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16. Using a suitable detergent-based leak detection fluid (e.g., Snoop®), leak-
check the threaded connections. Also, observe the Aspirator Drive Air Pres-
sure Gauge for any noticeable pressure loss.

To avoid damaging the pressure transducer when leak-checking the 
sample system, use a maximum of 10 PSIG.

 For detailed information about leak-checking fittings, refer to the “Installa-
tion and Start-Up” chapter in the analyzer User Manual.

 Applications With a Threaded connection: 
Leak-check the Pipe Adapter threads (where the Pipe Adapter enters the 
threaded connection on the process) and the Sample/Vent Line connec-
tion points on the Sample Probe and at the analyzer.

 Applications With a Flange: 
Leak-check the Pipe Adapter threads, the flange assembly, and the Sam-
ple/Vent Line connection points on the Sample Probe and at the analyzer.

17. If no leaks are present, secure the Heater Assembly on the top of the 
Sample Probe:

a. Ensure the joining surfaces (heat transfer) of the Heater Block (under-
side of the Heater Assembly and the top of the Sample Probe) are free 
of debris. Use a non-abrasive cloth to gently clean the joining surfaces, 
if necessary.

b. Place the Heater Assembly on the Sample Probe with the Junction Box 
positioned on the side where the conduit (North American instal-
lations) or cable (European installations) from the analyzer will be 
installed.

c. Apply a high-temperature thread lubricant to the threads of the 
four (4) M6 x 60 screws (300-8741, Figure 2-6), install the screws, and 
tighten them to secure the Heater Assembly to the Sample Probe.

The thread lubricant must not contain copper.

d. Install the Insulating Flex Pack on the Sample Probe to allow the 
Sample Probe to warm up quickly.

The procedure is complete.
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Figure 2-6.  
ASR900 Heater Assembly,  
120 V/240 V (100-1658-1A).
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Removing the Existing Solenoid Block and Installing a Split-
Flow Solenoid Block

Figure 2-7 illustrates the Oven Layout of early-model analyzers before the 
ASR900 Probe retrofit.

When replacing the Solenoid Block, refer to Figure 2-8 for general  
locations of the components, after the retrofit.

This procedure applies to retrofit installations only.

Figure 2-7.  
ASR900 Oven Layout, before 
retrofit.
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Figure 2-8.  
ASR900 Oven Layout, new 
installations, or after retrofit.
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To install the Split-Flow Solenoid Block:

This procedure assumes that all appropriate safety precautions have 
been met to power down the analyzer, and the Electronics Enclosure is 
already open.

For General Purpose applications, refer to Figure 2-9. 
 
For Hazardous Area applications, refer to Figure 2-10.

1. Close the Instrument Air valve before removing any tubing from the Ana-
lyzer Oven.

2. Remove all plumbing from the existing Solenoid Block, including the Tef-
lon tubing between the Solenoid Block to the Optical Bench (used for the 
optics purge).

3. Remove the Pressure Transducer.

4. Remove both Solenoid Valves.

Note the position of the Solenoid Valves.

5. Remove all six (6) M4 x 10 screws that secure the existing Solenoid Block to 
the 900 ADA Analyzer Electronics Enclosure. Remove the Solenoid Block.

6. Using the six (6) M4 x 10 screws, secure the new Split-Flow Solenoid Block 
to the Electronics Enclosure in the same location where the original Sole-
noid Block was.

7. Attach the Solenoid Blanking Plate to the Split-Flow Solenoid and secure it 
with two (2) M4 x 10 screws (Figure 2-9, see inset).
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8. Replace the Pressure Transducer.

9. Remove the AC connector from the top Solenoid Valve and install it on the 
bottom Solenoid Valve.

10. Replace the bottom Solenoid Valve in its original position.

 The AC connector and Solenoid Valve that are not connected can be re-
moved and retained for spare parts.

11. Inside the Electronics Enclosure, remove the wires between TB4-71 and 
J105-6, and TB4-81 and J105-5, on the Termination board. (These wires 
are no longer used when ASR900 Sample Probe has been retrofitted.)

The procedure is complete.
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Figure 2-9.  
GP Solenoid Block (100-1760).
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Figure 2-10.  
Zone 1/Division 2 Solenoid 
Block (100-1761).
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Re-Plumbing the Oven and Solenoid Block

This procedure applies to retrofit installations only.

The sulfur condenser (sulfur knock-out, or SKO) and aspirator are now part of 
the Sample Probe. Re-plumbing the Oven and new Split-Flow Solenoid Block 
will involve removing the existing sulfur condenser and aspirator. If necessary, 
heavy-walled Teflon tubing is a suitable replacement for any stainless tubing 
removed within the Oven. See Figure 2-11 (GP) or Figure 2-12 (Zone 1/Divi-
sion 2) for plumbing information.

To remove the existing SKO and aspirator from the Oven, and re-plumb the 
Oven and Solenoid Block:

1. Remove the SKO from the Oven.

2. Remove the aspirator and all of its associated components from the inte-
rior, leaving it an empty shell.

3. Re-plumb the Oven and new Split-Flow Solenoid Block as shown in Figure 
2-8 (ASR Oven Layout) and Figure 2-11 (Plumbing Schematic, GP applica-
tions) or Figure 2-12 (Plumbing Schematic, Zone 1/Division 2 applications).

4. Using 1/8-inch Teflon (or 1/8-inch PVC) tubing, plumb a connection be-
tween the Solenoid Block and the Optical Bench for the optics purge.

The procedure is complete.
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Figure 2-11.  
GP Analyzer Plumbing 
Schematic (WX-14774).
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Figure 2-12.  
Zone 1/Division 2 Analyzer 
Plumbing Schematic.
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Changing the Analyzer Software

This procedure applies to retrofit installations only.

Ensure that the analyzer EEPROM Data Sheet is available before pro-
ceeding as data specific to the analyzer may be replaced with default 
data during the replacement process.

To upgrade the existing software to accommodate the ASR900 Sample Probe:

This procedure assumes that all appropriate safety precautions have 
been met to power down the analyzer, and the Electronics Enclosure is 
already open.

1. The proper and safe shutdown procedures are described under “Removing 
the Existing Sample Valve and Replacing it With the ASR900 Sample Probe” 
(see Steps 3–6), earlier in this chapter.

2. While wearing a static wrist strap, use an IC extraction tool to remove the 
EPROM (IC slot U104) from the Host Controller board (see Figure 2-13).

If an extraction tool is not available, use a small flathead screwdriver 
but be careful not to bend any pins while removing it.

3. Properly orient the new EPROM and place it on the IC socket. Make sure 
all of the pins are seated in their pin sockets before pushing it gently and 
completely into the socket.

4. The analyzer will need to be powered up to ensure the proper Bench Code 
is entered, and to allow the software to take effect. However, finish install-
ing the Sample Probe before powering up the analyzer.

 To complete installation, perform the following procedures (described 
later in this chapter), in the order listed, and then return to this procedure:

a. Install the aspirator air line (see “Connecting the Aspirator Drive Air 
Line”).

b. Complete the wiring (see “Connecting Signals and AC Power”).
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c. Apply power to the analyzer (see “Powering Up the Probe Heater As-
sembly and Analyzer”).

Before proceeding with the next step, test the area around the ana-
lyzer for flammable gases and proceed only when the area is found to 
be safe. 
 
Do not power up the analyzer or laptop computer if there is a flam-
mable gas atmosphere present.

5. From the analyzer User Interface Panel, press F2 1 from RUN mode to 
check the Bench Code. The Bench Code should display a sum value of 
32 + X (where X = the original Bench Code, as indicated on the EEPROM 
Data Sheet).

 If the Bench Code does not equal this sum value, enter it now. This must be 
done from CFG mode:

a. From RUN mode, press F6 – . The message “PSWD1” appears.

b. Press · · (factory default password) or enter the new password, if 
changed. An “*” is displayed for each character entered.

c. Press Ent to view the CFG mode screen.

d. Press F2 1 to display the Bench (Code) screen and the existing Bench 
Code sum value (example, 6).

Figure 2-13.  
Host Controller board.
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e. Press Del to delete the existing value (example, 6), and then enter the 
new value (example, “38” [32 + 6]).

f. To save the change, press Ent and then Esc to back out of this menu. 
At the “Save ConFig?” prompt, press Ent again to confirm the change.

 To discard the changes, press Esc.

6. Compare all other parameters to the EEPROM Data Sheet and make chang-
es from the default data where necessary. The SKO temperature Set Point 
will now act as the Sample Probe set point. If not already done, change 
this value to with the range of 130–135 °C (266–275 °F) by entering:

F1 7 1 Del 13# Ent

The procedure is complete.
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Connecting the Aspirator Drive Air Line

The Aspirator Air line, which is typically 316 stainless steel 1/4-inch O.D. tubing 
(approved by the local authority for use in the hazardous area), is supplied by 
the customer/end user.

For retrofit applications, aspirator drive gas (typically instrument air) is sup-
plied to the Sample Probe in the same way it was supplied to the original aspi-
rator in the Oven: from the Solenoid Manifold located outside the Electronics 
Enclosure.

Refer to Figure 2-2 or Figure 2-3 for the location of the Aspirator Drive Port on 
the Sample Probe, and Figure 2-15 (flange applications) and Figure 2-16 (valve 
applications) for plumbing details.

To install the Aspirator Air line:

• Non-Shelter Installations: 
Plumb 316 stainless steel 1/4-inch O.D. tubing from the analyzer Manifold 
Block to the Aspirator Drive Port fitting on the Sample Probe.

• Shelter Installations: 
Plumb 316 stainless steel 1/4-inch O.D. tubing from the “Aspirator Drive 
Air Port” on the side of the shelter to the Aspirator Drive Port fitting on the 
Sample Probe.

 For Retrofit Installations, plumb 316 stainless steel 1/4-inch O.D. tubing 
from the “Aspirator Drive Air Port” on the shelter to the analyzer Manifold 
Block. (For new applications, this will already have been done at the fac-
tory.)

• To replace an existing sample valve/probe with the Double Block ASR900 
Sample Probe:

a. In Figure 2-14, identify the type of Solenoid Block that is installed on 
the analyzer and the location of the Aspirator Outlet (male) Fitting.

b. Remove the Aspirator Outlet Fitting from the Solenoid Block.

c. Retrieve the 1 SCFM Flow Restrictor (Part No. 301-2363) from the zip 
top bag (not shown), attached to the ASR900 Probe ball valve handle.

 Install this Flow Restrictor in the Aspirator Outlet port on the Solenoid 
Block.

d. Plumb 1/4-inch O.D. stainless steel tubing from the Aspirator Drive Port 
fitting (1 SCFM Flow Restrictor) on the analyzer Solenoid Block to the 
Check Valve on the Sample Probe.

• To install a new Double Block ASR900 Probe to an existing analyzer in 
a shelter: 
Plumb 316 stainless steel 1/4-inch O.D. tubing from the “Aspirator Air” port 
on the shelter to the Aspirator Drive Port fitting on the Sample Probe.

The procedure is complete.
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Figure 2-14.  
Solenoid Block Identification 
diagram, locating Aspirator Outlet 
Fitting (Customer Installation 
Instructions, WX-102888).
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Figure 2-15.  
ASR900 Probe Sample/Vent Line, 
conduit and tube installation 
(flange applications).
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Figure 2-16.  
ASR900 Probe Sample/Vent Line, 
conduit and tube installation 
(valve applications).
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Connecting Signals and AC Power

Refer to Figures 2-6, 2-15 or 2-16, and either Figure 2-17, 2-18, or 2-19 while 
wiring the Probe Heater Assembly.

This procedure assumes the Heater Assembly has already been in-
stalled on the ASR900 Sample Probe, as described under “Removing 
the Existing Sample Valve and Replacing it With the ASR900 Sample 
Probe” and “Installing the ASR900 Sample Probe in New Applications.”

To ensure easy removal of the Heater Assembly in the future, use at 
least 60 cm (2 feet) extra conduit (North American installations) or 
cable (European installations) at the Heater Assembly Junction Box. 
 
North American installations 
Flexible conduit suitable for the location can be used between the 
Heater Assembly Junction Box and any rigid conduit. An alternative is 
to use TEK cable for the entire distance. 
 
European installations 
Heat resistant cable and Ex d cable glands must be used, suitable for 
85 °C (185 °F).

To wire the Probe Heater Assembly:

1. The signal and power conductors can be run in separate or common con-
duit (North American installations) or cable (European installations). 
Terminal Box entries are 1/2-inch NPT.

 These conductors include:

 For ASR900 Probe retrofits wired to North American GP or Div 2, or 
European CE GP analyzers with the Non Hi-Temp Termination board, 
100-0815 (Figure 2-17):
• Three (3) #18 AWG conductors that connect the probe RTD to TB3 

inside the analyzer Electronics Enclosure; these, in turn, connect to the 
Temperature (Measure) Daughter 1 board.

• Three (3) #18 AWG conductors that supply power and a ground source 
from the ASR900 Probe solid state relay and ground terminal to the 
Heater Assembly Junction Box via TB3.
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 For ASR900 Probe installations wired to North American GP or Div 2, 
or European CE GP analyzers with the Hi-Temp Termination board, 
100-1534 (Figure 2-18):
• Three (3) #22 AWG conductors that connect the probe RTD to Terminal 

J104 inside the analyzer Electronics Enclosure.

• Three (3) #18 AWG conductors that supply power and a ground source 
from the ASR900 Probe solid state relay and ground terminal to the 
Heater Assembly Junction Box via TB2 inside the analyzer Electronics 
Enclosure.

 For ASR900 Probe installations wired to North American or European 
Zone 1 analyzers with the Hi-Temp Termination board, 100-1534 (Fig-
ure 2-19):
• Three (3) #22 AWG conductors that connect the probe RTD to Terminal 

J104 inside the analyzer Electronics Enclosure, via TBX2 in the Ex e 
Sample/Vent Line (and Probe) Termination Box.

• Three (3) #18 AWG conductors that supply power and a ground source 
from the ASR900 Probe solid state relay and ground terminal to the 
Heater Assembly Junction Box via TBX1 in the Ex e Sample/Vent Line 
(and Probe) Termination Box.

2. Retrofit installations: 
Add the supplied 2 A fuse and ASR900 Probe solid state relay if not already 
done, as part of the procedure under “Retrofitting the ASR900 Sample 
Probe” in this chapter.

 New installations: 
The 2 A fuse terminal and the ASR900 Probe solid state relay discussed 
above come pre-installed in the analyzer.

3. Complete the wiring from the analyzer to the Terminal Block in the Probe 
Heater Junction Box, as indicated in Figure 2-16, 2-17, or 2-18 (depending 
on the application).

4. Plug all unused cable entry ports with a plug certified for the hazardous 
area.

5. With the Junction Box o-ring in place on the Junction Box Cover, thread 
the cover onto the Junction Box Body by hand and then tighten it using a 
suitable tool. Take care to avoid damaging the o-ring  and the threads.

 Tighten the set screw on the end of the Junction Box Cover.

 Install an external ground connection using the washer and ground screw 
on the Junction Box Body. A cable lug must be used to terminate the 
conductor so that it is secured against loosening and twisting, and that 
contact pressure is permanently secured.

The procedure is complete.
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Figure 2-17.  
ASR900 Probe Retrofit Power/
Signal Connections, analyzers with 
Non Hi-Temp Termination board.
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Figure 2-18.  
ASR900 Probe Heater 
Customer Connections (for 
wiring to North American 
GP or Div 2, or European CE 
GP analyzers with Hi-Temp 
Termination board, 100-1534).
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Figure 2-19.   
ASR900 Probe Heater Customer 
Connections (for wiring to 
North American or European 
Zone 1 analyzers with Hi-Temp 
Termination board, 100-1534).
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Powering Up the Probe Heater Assembly and Analyzer
This section describes how to safely power up the analyzer, the Probe Heater 
Assembly, and the rest of the temperature zone circuitry for operation after 
installation or maintenance.

If the entire analyzer system (analyzer and ASR900 Sample Probe) 
has been installed or reassembled, continue with this procedure; if 
not, complete the installation/electrical connections or maintenance 
before continuing.

Before proceeding, test the area around the analyzer for flammable 
gases and proceed only when the area is found to be safe. 
 
Do not power up the analyzer or laptop computer if there is a flam-
mable gas atmosphere present.

Refer to the analyzer User Manual for additional safety and important 
information about the operation of the analyzer before and during 
power-up.

After the entire analyzer system has been installed (or maintenance has been 
completed) and the analyzer is ready to be put into service, power up the ana-
lyzer and its temperature zone circuitry:

1. Before powering up the analyzer: 
Systems without the optional Double Block Valve: 
Ensure the Vent Line valve (Black handle) and the Sample Line valve (Red 
handle) are closed, to isolate the process gas from the sample system.

 Systems with the optional Double Block Valve: 
Ensure the upper Vent Line (Black handle) and Sample Line (Red handle) 
valves and lower Vent Line and Sample Line (T-handle) valves are closed, to 
isolate the HAG Probe from the sample stream.

2. For GP analyzers, close the Analyzer, Oven Heater, and ASR Probe fuses 
and replace the Sample and Vent Line fuses.

 Close the Electronics Enclosure door and engage the latches to secure the 
Optical Bench Assembly in place.

 Close and secure all other doors and covers on the Analyzer Oven and 
Sample/Vent Line Termination Box.

See Fuse Legend inside 
Electronics Enclosure door.
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 For Zone 1 analyzers, close the Analyzer, Oven Heater, and ASR Probe 
fuses and replace the Sample and Vent Line fuses.

 Close the Ex p Electronics Enclosure door and engage the latches to secure 
the Optical Bench Assembly in place.

 Close and secure all other doors and covers on the Analyzer Oven, Ex d 
Disconnect Enclosure, and Ex e Sample/Vent Line (and Probe) Termination 
Box.

Always disconnect mains AC power and/or external power sources to 
the analyzer before opening any covers or doors on the analyzer to 
check or perform maintenance on any components within the enclo-
sures. 
 
If it is necessary to open the analyzer’s covers or doors while the circuits 
are live, test the area for flammable gases (and proceed only when the 
area is safe). 
 
Purged Analyzer (Hazardous Location) Applications 
To work on the analyzer with it powered up and its Electronics Enclo-
sure door open, the Purge Bypass Switch must be in the “BYPASS” 
position (see Figure 2-1). 
 
When the Electronics Enclosure door is open, take appropriate precau-
tions to avoid electrical shock. Hazardous voltages are present inside.

Purged Analyzer (Hazardous Location) Applications 
[Special Conditions for Safe Use] 
The analyzer may only be energized by using the Purge Bypass Switch 
with permission of the works manager or his proxy. The permission 
may only be given when it is made sure that during the time the system 
is energized by using this switch an explosive atmosphere is not present 
or when the necessary protective measures against explosion hazard 
have been taken (“hot permit”). 
 
The analyzer enclosure may not be opened when an explosive atmo-
sphere is present.
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 Turn on the instrument air and ensure all valves in the air supply line to the 
purge controller system are open.

Switch the Purge Bypass Switch to the “ACTIVE” position. 
 
Failure to do so will result in the analyzer powering up without purg-
ing the Electronics Enclosure of any flammable gases that may have 
entered the enclosure while its door was open.

 Close the main breaker (explosion-proof switch) that supplies AC power to 
the analyzer.

 The purge controller system will begin operation and purge any flammable 
gases that may have entered the Electronics Enclosure while its door was 
open. After this time period has elapsed, the PURGE COMPLETE indicator 
will turn Green. At this point, the analyzer will power up (providing all fuses 
have been engaged) and any external breakers (if installed) have been 
closed.

 For normal analyzer operation, the Purge Bypass Switch must be in the 
“ACTIVE” position and the key must be removed (follow company policy).

3. Install the Insulating Flex Pack on the Sample Probe to allow the probe to 
warm up quickly.

4. Allow the entire sample system to warm up to normal operating tem-
perature and stabilize – approximately two hours. The normal operating 
temperature for the ASR900 Heater is in the range of 130–135 °C/ 
266–275 °F. However, the ProbeT zone will show a temperature increase 
within 10 minutes of applying power.

 Meanwhile, perform the following checks to ensure the analyzer tempera-
ture zone circuitry is operating properly. Record the value for the ProbeT 
zone to use compare the values later.

For new applications, check the other temperature zones also, as indi-
cated in the analyzer User Manual.

a. From the analyzer User Interface Panel (RUN or CFG mode), view the 
set points for the Sample Probe temperature zone by pressing F4 0 3 
(TStPt screen, retrofit installations) or F1 7 1 (PrbTPara screen, new 
installations).

 The factory default temperature set point for the probe is 130 °C.
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b. Check and record the current Probe temperature reading. This will 
help you determine if the signal wiring is properly terminated and the 
circuitry is operating properly. To do this, press F6 8 3 (retrofit installa-
tions) or F6 8 8 (new installations) from RUN or CFG mode to view the 
Probe temperature.

 If the temperature does not increase, check for error messages and at-
tempt to correct the problems to reset the alarm(s).

 If the display reads “181.4”, it typically indicates an open RTD for that 
temperature zone. If it is suspected there is a shorted RTD, ensure AC 
power is making it to the Heater Assembly. To do this, check the wiring 
by measuring across terminals 4 and 5 in the ASR900 Heater Junction 
Box.

5. After approximately two hours (the system should have reached its normal 
operating temperature), and if there are no alarm conditions, recheck the 
temperature of the Sample Probe again (retrofit installations, press F6 8 3; 
new installations, press F6 8 8). Record the value for the Sample Probe 
zone (ProbeT) and compare it to the value recorded earlier to ensure it has 
increased.

 Compare the current temperature to the Probe Set Point value. Normal op-
erating temperatures are values that are within 5 % of the Set Point values.

6. If the Sample Probe temperature zone has reached normal operating 
temperatures and there are still no alarm conditions or other problems, 
perform a leak (pressure) check to ensure there are no leaks in the sample 
system.

 For detailed information about leak-checking fittings, refer to the “Instal-
lation and Start-Up” chapter in the analyzer User Manual. Return to this 
procedure after the leak check has been completed and there are no leaks.

Do not use a leak detection fluid on hot fittings. If the analyzer system 
is at operating temperature, the temperature zone circuitry must be 
powered down to allow the temperature zones to cool down before 
using a leak detection fluid on the fittings.

7. If all temperature zones have reached normal operating temperatures 
(they are within 5 % of their respective set points), change the Flow Con-
trol mode back to ‘0’ (Automatic Control).

 Any temperature zone below its Set Point value by more the 5 % automat-
ically sets the sample system into Backpurge mode. The sample system 
will clear automatically and return to Sample mode when the temperature 
returns to within 5 %.

(FlowCtrl) CALF5 0 
Del 1 Ent Ent
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 Systems without the optional Double Block Valve: 
Slowly open the Vent Line valve (Black handle) and then the Sample Line 
valve (Red handle) on the ASR900 Probe to allow sample gas into the 
sample system.

 Systems with the optional Double Block Valve: 
Slowly open the lower Vent Line valve (T-handle) and then open the upper 
Vent Line valve (Black handle). Then, slowly open the lower Sample Line 
(T-handle) valve and then open the upper Sample Line valve (Red handle) 
to allow sample gas into the sample system.

 The analyzer is ready to analyze sample gas. Adjust the aspirator drive gas 
to 10 PSIG (or to the recommended pressure listed on the system drawings 
in the analyzer User Manual).

Before proceeding, take all necessary safety precautions before testing 
the Oven for sulfur carry-over.

8. View the User Interface Panel to ensure the parameter results are being 
updated during operation.

9. For retrofit applications (where the SKO and aspirator in the Oven were 
removed):

After allowing the analyzer to operate for several hours, check for any 
sulfur carry-over into the Oven.

 If Teflon tubing is used between the Sample Line connection and the Mea-
suring Cell, a visual inspection of the Teflon tubing will confirm the pres-
ence of liquid sulfur.

 If stainless tubing is used, sulfur carry-over into the Measuring Cell results 
in erratic measure signals and an increase in the neutral drift (NDR) value. 
A normal NDR value is less than 60 PPM or “0.006” on the display. Small 
amounts of liquid sulfur can usually be removed by performing an extend-
ed manual purge of the sample system.

The procedure is complete.

(NDR) RUNF6 3 6
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Maintenance and Troubleshooting

This chapter describes how to request technical support and authorization on 
returning equipment, and lists spare parts required for general and extended 
maintenance. This chapter also includes Diagnostic Flowcharts which can 
be used to check for possible problems with the ASR900 Sample Probe, and 
information about how to clean and replace ASR900 Probe parts to keep the 
ASR900 Probe and its Heater Assembly operating at peak efficiency.

Safety Considerations

Before working on the ASR900 Sample Probe, read the entire 
procedure you will be performing to learn how to safely perform 
maintenance on the ASR900 Probe. 
 
Personnel should be thoroughly familiar with the operation of the 
analyzer and ASR900 Probe before performing the maintenance pro-
cedures described in this chapter.

Before performing any maintenance on the ASR900 Sample Probe 
and/or its Heater, review and follow all safety information in this 
chapter and under “Personnel and Equipment Safety Information” 
following the Table of Contents. This information describes procedures 
to follow to avoid personal injury and/or damage to the equipment. 
All regulatory agency and personnel safety procedures for your 
jurisdiction must be followed.

To prevent an explosion, test the area around the analyzer for flam-
mable gases and proceed with maintenance only when the area is 
found to be safe (nonhazardous).

Generally, the ASR900 Probe and its Heater require limited maintenance. The 
“Diagnostic Flowcharts” lists general maintenance to follow, to ensure contin-
ued and proper operation of the ASR900 Probe.
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Aftermarket Excellence and Long-Term Commitment to 
Safety and Quality

Our goal is to make your experience with our products exceptional. We stand 
behind our analyzers with a broad service offering that provides a sense of 
security long after the initial purchase has been made. We commit to fulfilling 
your service needs with speed, quality, and professional consideration.

From delivering on-site technical support to in-house repair at one of our ser-
vice centers, our experienced technicians are knowledgeable and helpful. We 
also offer remote virtual support and a variety of training options. 

Scan the QR code or click the link below to request expert Aftermarket 
support for parts, repairs, service, training, and more:

www.ametekpi.com/customersupport/aftermarket
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Spare Parts Lists

The parts in the “ASR900 Sample Probe Spare Parts” list apply to Basic 
and High Temperature Probe versions, and are essential to ensure the 
ASR900 Sample Probe operates at peak efficiency. The parts in the 
“ASR900 Sample Probe Extended Maintenance Spare Parts” lists are 
necessary only in the event of a failure. 
 
Refer to associated drawings (located by Figure No. for the location of 
the part and the quantity of individual parts to order. 
 
To avoid lengthy maintenance delays, be sure to have on-site all parts 
that are being replaced prior to disassembling the Sample Probe valve 
assembly. 
 
Content is subject to change without notice.

ASR900 Sample Probe Spare Parts (Basic and High 
Temperature Versions)

Description AMETEK Part No. Figure No.

O-Ring, Aflas  
(Valve, Basic Probe only)

300-8719 3-3

O-Ring, Aflas  
(ASR900 Sample Probe)

300-8720 3-3, 3-4

O-Ring, Aflas  
(ASR900 Sample Probe)

300-8722 3-3, 3-4

Coalescer, Stainless Steel – typical 
(Sulfur Condenser Body)  
OR 
Coalescer, Glass Wool – special applications  
(Sulfur Condenser Body)

100-1854 
 

OR 
100-2513

3-3, 3-4

O-Ring, Silicone 
(Aspirator Insert, ASR900 Sample Probe)

300-4651 3-3, 3-4
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ASR900 Sample Probe Extended Maintenance Spare 
Parts

In the “ASR900 Probe Heater Assembly” list, be sure to choose the ap-
propriate Heater Cartridge (for 120 VAC or 240 VAC application). Then, 
if necessary, choose the appropriate Sample/Vent Isolation Valve for 
either the Basic or High Temperature ASR900 Sample Probe.

ASR900 Probe Heater Assembly Spare Parts

Description AMETEK Part No. Figure No.

O-Ring, Silicone 300-8721 3-5

Over-Temperature Switch 300-8637 3-5

Heater Cartridge, 120 VAC 
OR 
Heater Cartridge, 240 VAC

300-8684 
OR 

300-8742

3-5

Thermal Insulation Tube 300-8733 3-5

Basic ASR900 Sample Probe Sample/Vent Isolation Valve Kit 
and Replacement O-rings

Description AMETEK Part No. Figure No.

Sample/Vent Isolation Valve Assembly Kit 300-8747 3-3

O-Ring (Isolation Valves) 
(Use 300-8719 o-rings in place of existing o-rings in 
valve.)

300-8719 3-3
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High Temperature ASR900 Sample Probe Sample/Vent 
Isolation Valve Kit

Description AMETEK Part No. Figure No.

Sample/Vent Isolation Valve Assembly 
OR 
Sample/Vent Isolation Valve Assembly Kit

300-9357 
OR 

301-3717

3-4

To avoid lengthy maintenance delays, be sure to have on-site all parts 
that are being replaced prior to disassembling the Sample Probe valve 
assembly. 
 
For the High Temperature ASR900 Probe, 24 hours of curing time 
is required for the sealant (included in the Isolation Valve Assem‑
bly Kit).

Double Block Valve (Basic ASR900 Probe only), Optional

Description AMETEK Part No. Figure No.

Double Block Valve Rebuild Kit (see *Note) 301-2666 3-2

*Apply lube MS-LT-WL7 or STL-2 to lower 2–3 threads of valve body. 
Torque to 860 IN-LBS / 72 FT-LBS.
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Diagnostic Flowcharts
This section describes how to check different ASR900 Sample Probe areas for 
possible problems, to reduce the occurrence of problems with the ASR900 
Sample Probe. Since most analyzer problems originate within the sample 
system, the primary objective of the Flow Charts is proper care of the sample 
system.

Preventing leaks in the ASR900 Probe and the rest of the sample 
system is critical to proper analyzer operation. Leak check the ASR900 
Sample Probe and the rest of the sample system whenever it has been 
dismantled for maintenance.

Maintenance details and assembly drawings are included in this chapter. Refer 
to the analyzer User Manual for additional information while performing main-
tenance.

Checking and Recording Operating and Set Point 
Temperatures

Approximately every six (6) months, check and record the ASR900 Probe oper-
ating temperature (RUN: F6 8 8 – ShowMAI8) and Set Point temperature  
(RUN: F1 7 6 – PrbTPara1). Ensure the operating temperature is within 2 % of 
its Set Point temperature.

If temperatures vary outside this range, inspect the Insulating Flex Pack on the 
ASR900 Sample Probe. If there is any exposed metal, take appropriate safety 
precautions and re-insulate it properly.

Possible Leaks in Sample Probe Valves

The Sample/Vent Isolation (or optional Double Block) valves typically do not 
require regular maintenance. However, if it appears that leaks are originating 
from the ASR900 Probe Main Sample/Vent Isolation Ball Valves or from the op-
tional Double Block Valves (Basic ASR900 Probe only) the valves assembly will 
have to be immediately replaced or rebuilt. 

IMPORTANT 
Depending on the application for your analyzer, the Sample Probe 
may be either Basic or High Temperature. 
 
To avoid further delays during maintenance, be sure to have on-site 
all required parts that are being replaced prior to disassembling the 
Sample Probe valve assembly. Twenty-four (24) hours of curing time is 
required for the liquid sealant.

See “ASR900 Sample 
Probe Extended Maintenance 
Spare Parts” in this chapter 
for Isolation valve ordering 
numbers for your application.

RUN menu commands 
are entered and viewed using 
the analyzer user interface. 
Refer to the analyzer User 
Manual for descriptions.
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Probe-Related Alarms are Active

The Heater Assembly temperature zone circuitry does not require regular 
maintenance. However, if problems arise with the Heater (Probe-related alarms 
are active), determine the origin of the problem and immediately replace the 
faulty part(s). These parts can include the Over-Temperature Switch, Heater 
Cartridge, and RTD.

Refer to the “Maintenance and Troubleshooting” chapter (see section “Host 
Controller Board Error Conditions and Corrective Action”) in the analyzer User 
Manual for information on specific alarms. See “Replacing Probe Heater Parts – 
Extended Maintenance” in this chapter.

IMPORTANT 
Be sure to have on-site the proper replacement parts prior to disas-
sembling the Heater Assembly. Refer to the “ASR900 Probe Heater 
Assembly Spare Parts” list in this chapter for part numbers.

Checking Flamepaths and Gaps

During each ASR900 Probe Heater Assembly maintenance, use a feeler gauge 
to check the flamepath gap between the Heater Body and the Heater Cover 
(see Figure 3-5 for location). The gap must not exceed 0.04 mm; if the gap 
exceeds this value, contact AMETEK for advice. See “Examining and Caring 
For the Flamepaths” in this chapter for more information.
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Preparing the Analyzer and Sample Probe for Maintenance
Preparing and powering down the analyzer, Sample Probe, and its tempera-
ture zone circuitry is necessary to ensure the safety of personnel and equip-
ment. This section describes how to power down the analyzer for all mainte-
nance requirements discussed in this chapter.

Hazardous Locations 
Before proceeding, test the area around the analyzer for flammable 
gases and proceed only when the area is found to be safe. 
 
Do not open the Electronics Enclosure or other covers/doors, and do 
not power up/down the analyzer (or computer) if there is a flammable 
gas atmosphere present.

Follow appropriate regulatory and/or company procedures to lock out 
the analyzer while the Sample Probe or its Heater Assembly is being 
worked on.

To prepare and safely power down the analyzer, ASR900 Sample Probe, and its 
temperature zone circuitry:

1. While working from the User Interface Panel, view and record the current 
numeric value displayed for FlowCtrl.

2. Zero the analyzer by entering F2 0 from CAL mode. Allow the sample 
system to purge with Zero gas for 2–3 minutes to remove all residual gas in 
the sample system.

 After the Zero is complete, close the Sample and Vent valves:
 Systems without the optional Double Block Valve 

Close the Sample Line valve (Red handle) to isolate the HAG Probe from 
the sample stream and then close the Vent Line valve (Black handle).

 Systems with the optional Double Block Valve 
Close the lower Sample Line valve (T-handle) and then close the upper Sam-
ple Line valve (Red handle) to isolate the HAG Probe from the sample stream.

 Next, close the lower Vent Line valve (T-handle), and then close the upper 
Vent Line valve (Black handle) to isolate the HAG Probe from the analyzer’s 
sample system.

(FlowCtrl) CALF5 0
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 3. Power down the analyzer:

 General Purpose (GP) Analyzers 
Open the Electronics Enclosure and disconnect power from the analyzer/
probe and its temperature zone circuitry by opening the Analyzer, Oven 
Heater, and ASR Probe fuses, and by removing the Sample and Vent Line 
fuses.

 Purged Analyzers (Hazardous Locations) 
Open the explosion-proof power-disconnect switch to disconnect power 
from the analyzer/probe and its temperature zone circuitry. Open the Elec-
tronics Enclosure.

Wait 5 minutes to allow the high-voltage capacitors in the source-
lamp power supply to discharge.

Always disconnect mains AC power and/or external power sources to 
the analyzer/probe before opening any covers or doors on the ana-
lyzer to check or perform maintenance on any components within the 
enclosures. 
 
If it is necessary to open the analyzer’s covers or doors while the 
circuits are live, test the area for flammable gases (and proceed only 
when the area is safe). 
 
Purged Analyzer (Hazardous Location) Applications 
To work on the analyzer with it powered up and its Electronics En-
closure door open, the Purge Bypass Switch must be in the “BYPASS” 
position. 
 
When the Electronics Enclosure door is open, take appropriate precau-
tions to avoid electrical shock. Hazardous voltages are present inside.

Figure 3-1.  
Purge Bypass Switch label.

BB YYPPAASSSS AA CC TTIIVVEE

See Fuse Legend inside 
Electronics Enclosure door.
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4. GP Analyzers Only: 
Turn off the Instrument Air supply to the analyzer and then close the Aspi-
rator Air valve.

 Purged Analyzers: 
The Instrument Air supply must always remain on for the Purge Bypass 
Switch to operate properly.

 Turn the key in the Purge Bypass Switch to the “BYPASS” position.

 After the area has been tested for flammable gases (and found to be safe), 
open the Electronics Enclosure door if required.

5. Remove the Insulating Flex Pack (see Figures 2-2, 2-3) from the Sample 
Probe to allow it to cool.
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Changing Out Replaceable Parts
This section describes replacing parts in the ASR900 Sample Probe and the 
optional Double Block ASR900 Sample Probe.

Performing maintenance on the analyzer/ASR900 Probe requires 
working from the analyzer’s User Interface. Familiarize yourself 
with how to work from the User Interface before working on the 
analyzer (see the analyzer User Manual).

Replacing Sample Probe Parts

This procedure discusses maintenance procedures to change out parts in the 
Sample Probe. The Sample/Vent Isolation valves and (optional) Double Block 
valves (Basic ASR900 Probe only) in the Sample Probe do not require regular 
maintenance.

It is necessary to change out the o-rings and Glass Wool:

• If evidence of contamination and/or leaks is present.

It is necessary to change out the Sample/Vent Isolation valves or Double Block 
valves (option on Basic ASR900 Probe only) immediately if:

• Leaks are originating from any of these valves.

 Depending on the application of the analyzer, the Sample Probe will be 
either a Basic or a High Temperature type (with different spare part order-
ing numbers).

IMPORTANT 
Be sure to have the required parts – o-rings, Coalescing Element 
(Stainless Steel or Glass Wool, depending on the application), and/or 
Sample/Vent Isolation valve or (optional) Double Block valve kits – on-
site prior to disassembling the Sample Probe valve assembly.  
 
For the High Temperature ASR900 Probe, 24 hours of curing time 
is required for the sealant.

See Spare Parts Lists in 
this chapter for spare parts 
ordering numbers.

See Spare Parts Lists 
in this chapter for extended 
maintenance spare parts 
ordering numbers.
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Figure 3-2.1.  
Basic ASR900 Sample Probe 
Assembly (100-2545-1A).
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'SERVICE AND PARTS' CHAPTER IN ASR900 SAMPLE PROBE MANUAL)

SPARE PARTS REQUIRED FOR EXTENDED MAINTENANCE (SEE 'SERVICE
AND PARTS' CHAPTER IN ASR900 SAMPLE PROBE MANUAL)**

*

NOT PART OF THIS BOM

SEE NOTE 1

1.

SEE NOTE 1

SEE NOTE 1

SEE NOTE 1

NOTE: BFP modified this drawing June 22/17 to change "GLASS
WOOL" to "Coalescing Element (see Spare Parts List)".
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Figure 3-2.3.  
Optional Double Block Valve, 
Basic ASR900 Probe, Special 
Applications (100-2393).
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100-2516-2A

ASSEMBLY C/W MATERIAL TRACABILITY
ASR PROBE, SKIRTED, DOUBLE BLOCK

AMETEK CANADA LP

CALGARY, AB, CANADA T1Y 7H9

PROCESS & ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTS DIV.
2876 SUNRIDGE WAY N.E.
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SIZE
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ORIGINAL ISSUE

DESCRIPTION

PROCESS & ANALYTICAL INSTRUMENTS DIVISION

14/02/24

REV.

A

CK2023/02/28

DATE DRAWN

VALVE HANDLE EXTENSION
(300-8732) (2 PLACES)

VALVE STOP
(300-8731) (2 PLACES)

SCREW M4 x 10 FLATHEAD
(300-5302) (4 PLACES)

DISCARD SUPPLIERS FKM O-RINGS &
INSTALL AFLAS O-RINGS
(300-8719) (4 PLACES)

VALVE STOP PIN
(300-8748) (2 PLACES)

O-RING #118
(300-8722) (2 PLACES)

M6 x 40 HEX SCREW
(300-9926) (6 PLACES)

DOUBLE BLOCK VALVE COVER
(301-3173)

M6 x 8 SET SCREW
(300-8739) (4PLACES)

ALIGNMENT PIN M5 x 16
(300-4498)

ISOLATION VALVE ASSEMBLY
(2 PLACES)

DOUBLE BLOCK VALVE
(301-2666) (2 PLACES)

Figure 3-2.2.  
Basic ASR900 Sample Probe 
Assembly with Optional 
Double Block Valves, Special 
Applications (100-2516-2A).
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Figure 3-3.  
High Temperature ACKSO 
ASR900 Sample Probe Assembly, 
c/w CRN (100-2608-1A).
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NOTES
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THESE PARTS ARE INCLUDED IN CRN CERTIFICATION

SPARE PARTS REQUIRED FOR PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE (SEE
'SERVICE AND PARTS' CHAPTER IN ASR900 SAMPLE PROBE MANUAL)

SPARE PARTS REQUIRED FOR EXTENDED MAINTENANCE (SEE
'SERVICE AND PARTS' CHAPTER IN ASR900 SAMPLE PROBE MANUAL)**

*

NOTE: BFP modified this drawing June 22/17 to change "GLASS
WOOL" to "Coalescing Element (see Spare Parts List)".
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The design of the ASR900 Probe allows for Regular Maintenance 
without having to remove the Probe from the sample stream. 
 
However, if the main Sample/Vent Isolation valves or the optional 
Double Block valves need to be replaced (Extended Maintenance), 
additional steps are required, as described in this procedure.

“Part No.” refers to AMETEK Part Number. 
 
All screws are metric (mm) unless otherwise noted.

To change out parts in the Sample Probe Assembly (Figures 3-2.1, 3-2.2, 3-2.3, 3-3):

This procedure assumes that all appropriate safety precautions 
have been met to power down the analyzer and ASR900 Sample 
Probe, and the Electronics Enclosure is already open as described 
under “Preparing the Analyzer and Sample Probe for Mainte‑
nance” in this chapter.

1. Remove the Insulating Flex Pack (see Figures 2-2, 2-3) from the Sample 
Probe.

The Heater Assembly may be extremely hot. Allow the heater and the 
probe to cool down to a temperature that allows safe handling before 
working on these parts.

2. To allow easy removal of the Heater Assembly loosen, remove, and pull back 
the Sample and Vent Lines from their fittings on the ASR900 Probe.

3. Remove the four (4) M6 x 60 screws that secure the Heater Assembly to the 
ASR900 Probe (Figure 3-4). Remove the Heater Assembly from the Probe 
and pull it back to allow room to work on the Probe.

 Depending on your maintenance requirements, below, continue with the 
appropriate step:

• If you are replacing the Coalescing Element and o-rings, or the isola-
tion valves in the ASR900 Probe, continue with Step 4.

• If you are replacing parts in the Heater Assembly, continue with “Re-
placing Probe Heater Parts – Extended Maintenance” in this chapter. 
Return to this procedure when complete.
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4. Replace the Coalescing Element (Stainless Steel or Glass Wool, depending 
on the application) and o-rings in the probe:

a. Remove the four (4) M6 x 120 screws that secure the Sulfur Condenser 
assembly to the Valve Cover (Basic ASR900 Probe) or Valve Top Plate 
(High Temperature ASR900 Probe).

 Carefully remove the Sulfur Condenser assembly and disassemble it 
into three parts.

b. Using an o-ring removal tool remove the four (4) smaller o-rings (Part 
No. 300-8722) – one (1) each in the Sulfur Condenser Body and Sul-
fur Condenser Bottom, and two (2) in the Valve Cover (Basic ASR900 
Probe) or Valve Top Plate (High Temperature ASR900 Probe). Take care 
to avoid damaging the o-ring grooves or the Sulfur Condenser joining 
surface.

 Remove the two (2) larger o-rings (Part No. 300-8720) – one (1) each in 
the Sulfur Condenser Body and Sulfur Condenser Bottom, taking care 
to avoid damaging the o-ring grooves or the Sulfur Condenser joining 
surface.

c. Remove the Coalescing Element (Stainless Steel or Glass Wool, de-
pending on the application) from the Sulfur Condenser Body.

d. Using a soft, non-abrasive cloth, clean all parts and chambers with Iso-
propanol or a similar aqueous, non-abrasive cleaning agent that does 
not harm aluminum or stainless steel.

e. Rinse all parts with pharmaceutical grade distilled water, and allow 
them to air dry.

f. Insert new o-rings:

When inserting new o-rings, use your thumbs to push each one into its 
o-ring groove until it is completely seated in the groove.

i. Basic ASR900 Sample Probe: 
Insert two (2) new o-rings (Part No. 300-8722) in the top surface of 
the Valve Cover.

 High Temperature ASR900 Sample Probe: 
Insert two (2) new o-rings (Part No. 300-8722) in the top surface of 
the Valve Top Plate.

ii. Insert one (1) new o-ring each (Part No. 300-8722 and Part No. 
300-8720) in the top surface of the Sulfur Condenser Bottom.

 Using the alignment pin as a reference, lower the Sulfur Condenser 
Bottom onto the Valve Cover (Basic ASR900 Probe) or Valve Top 
Plate (High Temperature ASR900 Probe).
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g. Place the new Coalescing Element (Stainless Steel, Part No. 100-1854, 
or Glass Wool, Part No. 100-2513) in the Sulfur Condenser Body.

 Insert one (1) new o-ring each (Part No. 300-8722 and Part No. 
300-8720) in the top surface of the Sulfur Condenser Body.

5. Extended Maintenance: 
If required, replace the main Sample/Vent Isolation valves and/or the 
optional Double Block valves (available with on Basic ASR900 Probe only); 
otherwise, continue with Step 6 to reassemble the ASR900 Probe:

Potentially lethal concentrations of H2S and/or other toxic gases are 
present in the sample stream. Before proceeding, follow all necessary 
safety precautions, such as wearing a supply air apparatus.

 When replacing the Double Block isolation valves (lower valves, T-handles) 
– see Step 5-c – the Pipe Adapter section of the Probe must be removed 
from the sample stream to replace these valves. In this case a flange 
blind must be temporarily installed (or the threaded connection must be 
capped) while the Sample Probe is being worked on.

a. Basic ASR900 Probe with the optional Double Block valves only:
 If only the main (upper) Sample/Vent Isolation valves will be replaced, 

close the Double Block Sample and Vent valves (lower, T-handle valves) 
and continue with Step 5-c.

 If replacing the lower Double Block valves also, continue with Step 5-b.

b. Basic ASR900 Probe, High Temperature ASR900 Probe, or Basic 
ASR900 Probe with the optional Double Block valves:

 If replacing the main Sample/Vent Isolation valves, remove the Sample 
Probe from the sample stream: 

 If the Sample Probe is mounted on a flanged valve, temporarily 
install a flange blind while the Sample Probe is being worked on.

 If the Sample Probe is mounted in a steam jacketed ball valve, 
close the isolation valve on the ball valve after the Sample Probe has 
been removed from the sample stream.
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c. If possible, take the Sample Probe to a shop to work on it. See Figures 
3-2.1, 3-2.2, 3-2.3, 3-3.

 Basic ASR900 Probe: 
Remove the six (6) M6 x 40 screws securing the Valve Cover to the Pipe 
(Probe) Adapter Assembly.

 High Temperature ASR900 Probe: 
Remove the eight (8) 1/4-28 x 3/4-inch screws securing the Valve Top 
Plate to the Valve Bottom Plate.

d. Remove the Isolation valves (and optional Double Block valves):

 Basic ASR900 Probe:
i. Remove the Valve Cover and then remove the Isolation valves. Set 

aside any parts that will be re-used.

ii. Using an o-ring removal tool, remove the four (4) o-rings from the 
top and bottom o-ring grooves of the Isolation valve. Take care to 
avoid damaging the grooves.

 High Temperature ASR900 Probe:
i. Remove Heat Transfer Skirt.

ii. Remove the eight (8) 1/4-28 x 3/4-inch screws that secure the Valve 
Top Plate to the Isolation valves.

iii. Remove the eight (8) 1/4-28 x 1" screws that secure the Valve Bot-
tom Plate to the Isolation valves.

iv. Remove the Isolation valves and the graphite seal, if necessary.

 Basic ASR900 Probe with optional Double Block valves only:
i. Loosen and remove the two (2) M5 x 10 screws and eccentric lock-

washers (2 places), and set aside (Figure 3-2.3).

ii. Remove the two (2) valves and discard.

e. Using a soft, non-abrasive cloth, clean the interior chambers and 
surfaces of the remaining parts with Isopropanol or a similar aqueous, 
non-abrasive cleaning agent that does not harm aluminum or stainless 
steel.

f. Rinse all parts with distilled water, of at least pharmaceutical grade, 
and allow them to air dry.
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g. Install the new Isolation valves (and optional Double Block valves):

 Basic ASR900 Sample Probe:
i. Replace the four (4) o-rings (Part No. 300-8719), two (2) in each 

valve.

ii. Properly orient each Isolation valve and place it on the Pipe (Probe) 
Adapter.

iii. Properly orient the Valve Cover and place it over the Isolation valve. 
Secure it to the Probe Adapter with the six (6) M6 x 40 screws.

 High Temperature ASR900 Sample Probe:
i. Replace the four (4) graphite seals (Part No. 300-9511, part of kit 

300-9357), two (2) in each valve.

ii. Properly orient each Isolation valve and place it on the Valve Bot-
tom Plate.

iii. Secure each Valve Assembly to the Valve Bottom Plate with the 
eight (8) 1/4-28 x 1" screws.

iv. Secure the Valve Top Plate to the Isolation valves with the eight (8) 
1/4-28 x 3/4" screws.

v. Replace the Heat Transfer Skirt parts and secure them to the valve 
assembly using the eight (8) M6 x 16 screws.

 Basic ASR900 Probe with optional Double Block valves only:
i. Apply lube MS-LT-WL7 or STL-2 to lower 2–3 threads of each 

Double Block Valve and thread into Pipe (Probe) Adapter. Torque to 
860 in-lb (72 ft-lb).

ii. Replace the two (2) eccentric lock washers and tighten the two (2) 
M5 x 10 screws.

6. Reassemble the Probe:

a. Using the alignment pin and Aspirator Insert as a reference, lower the 
Sulfur Condenser Body onto the Sulfur Condenser Bottom. Take care 
not to bind the Aspirator Insert.

b. Properly orient the Sulfur Condenser Top, place it onto the Sulfur Con-
denser Body, and secure the Sulfur Condenser Assembly to the Valve 
Cover (Basic ASR900 Sample Probe) or Valve Top Plate (High Tempera-
ture ASR900 Sample Probe) with the four (4) M6 x 120 screws.
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7. Replace the Sample Probe on the sample stream:

All regulatory agency, personnel safety procedures, and installation/
removal procedures must be followed during the installation/re-
moval of the components that make up the sample system. A breath-
ing apparatus must be worn when installing/removing the Sample 
Probe. The sample stream may be under positive pressure, and injury 
or death from inhaling toxic gases in the process could result from 
attempting to install/remove the equipment without the use of a 
breathing apparatus.

 If the Sample Probe was mounted on a flanged valve, remove the 
flange blind and connect the Sample Probe to the flange (or threaded con-
nection) on the sample stream.

 If the Sample Probe was mounted in a steam jacketed ball valve, open 
the isolation valve on the ball valve and connect the Sample Probe to the 
ball valve on the sample stream.

8. Using a suitable detergent-based leak detection fluid (e.g., Snoop®), leak-
check the threaded connections.

Do not use a leak detection fluid on hot fittings. If the analyzer/probe 
system is at operating temperature, the temperature zone circuitry 
must be powered down to allow the temperature zones to cool down 
before using a leak detection fluid on the fittings.

 For detailed information about leak-checking fittings, refer to the “Installa-
tion and Start-Up” chapter in the analyzer User Manual.

 Applications With a Threaded, Steam-Jacketed Valve: 
Leak-check the Pipe (Probe) Adapter threads (where the Pipe Adapter 
enters the threaded, steam-jacketed valve), the Isolation Needle Valves – 
T-handles (if the probe is a Double Block HAG Probe, and if these valves were 
replaced), and the Sample/Vent Line connection points on the Sample 
Probe.

 Applications With a Flanged, Steam-Jacketed Valve: 
Leak-check the Pipe (Probe) Adapter threads, the flange assembly, the Iso-
lation Needle Valves – T-handles (if the probe is a Double Block HAG Probe, 
and if these valves were replaced), and the Sample/Vent Line connection 
points on the Sample Probe.
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9. After the leak-check passes, and maintenance on the Heater Assembly is 
complete, replace the Heater Assembly (Figure 3-4):

a. Use a non-abrasive cloth to gently clean the joining surfaces (heat 
transfer) of the Heater Block and Sample Probe.

b. Place the Heater Assembly on the Sample Probe.

c. Apply a high-temperature thread lubricant to the threads of the 
M6 x 60 screws, replace the screws, and tighten them to secure the 
Heater Assembly to the Sample Probe.

The thread lubricant must not contain copper.

10. Replace the Insulating Flex Pack on the Sample Probe.

11. Power up the analyzer for operation, as described under “Powering Up the 
Probe Heater Assembly and Analyzer” in Chapter 2.

The procedure is complete.
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Replacing Probe Heater Parts – Extended 
Maintenance

This section describes Extended (Advanced) Maintenance, which is required 
only in the event of failure of one of the Heater components (Over-Temper-
ature Switch, Heater Cartridge, or RTD). Replace the faulty component(s) as 
required.

Carefully read and understand all of the instructions before begin-
ning disassembly and reassembly. The instructions are described in a 
sequence that will ensure the proper removal and replacement of all 
parts that make up the entire Heater Assembly. The instructions also 
include special Notes, Cautions, and Warnings to consider while work-
ing on the Heater Assembly.

IMPORTANT 
If the Heater Assembly cover is removed for the purpose of replacing 
internal electrical parts or wires, always replace the internal o‑ring 
(Part No. 300‑8721).  
 
Be sure to have the required parts (Over-Temperature Switch, Heater 
Cartridge, and/or RTD) on-site prior to disassembling the Probe 
Heater. ORDER THE O-RING AT THE SAME TIME YOU ORDER ALL 
OTHER PARTS.

While the Heater Assembly is removed for maintenance, take extreme 
care to avoid scratching or damaging the joining surfaces (flamepath) 
of the Heater Assembly and its cover, and the joining surfaces (heat 
transfer) of the Heater Assembly and the ASR900 Probe. Also, take care 
to avoid damaging the o-ring groove. 
 
Gently clean these areas with a non-abrasive cloth.

If the Thermal Insulation Tube is removed, take extreme care to avoid 
damaging its threads and the threads in the Heater Block, and the 
Junction Box and its cover. After removing these parts, cover the 
threaded ends to avoid damaging them. Clean, defect-free threads are 
essential to ensure a flame-proof connection.

See Spare Parts Lists 
in this chapter for extended 
maintenance spare parts 
ordering numbers.
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List of Materials and Special Tools Required

While working on the Heater Assembly, certain special tools and materials are 
required. These include:

• Soldering iron

• Solder

• High-temperature wire (for ground wire)

• High-temperature thread lubricant (must not contain copper)

• O-ring removal tools

• Soft, non-abrasive cloth
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Follow this procedure in the order listed to ensure a complete and proper job 
is done while changing out the Heater Assembly’s internal parts.

Before working on the Sample Probe and its Heater Assembly, perform 
a manual backpurge on the analyzer to remove any residual gas in 
the sample system. Then, close the Double Block valves (optional on 
Basic ASR900 Probe only – if installed) and then the Sample and Vent 
line valves on the ASR900 Probe.

To replace parts in the Heater Assembly (Figure 3-4):

This procedure assumes that all safety precautions have been met to 
safely power down the analyzer and ASR900 Probe and its tempera-
ture zone circuitry and to prepare the analyzer for maintenance, as 
described earlier in this chapter. 
 
This procedure also assumes that the Insulating Flex Pack has been 
removed from the Sample Probe, the Probe Heater Assembly has 
cooled down enough to ensure safe handling, and the Heater Assem-
bly has been disconnected and pulled back from the Sample Probe, as 
described earlier in this chapter. 
 
Do not proceed until these conditions have been met.

1. Loosen the set screw on the Junction Box Cover enough to allow the cover 
to be removed. Use a suitable tool to turn the threaded cover counter-
clockwise and remove it from the Junction Box Body. Take care to avoid 
damaging the o-ring and the threads.

 Remove the ground screw and washer  from the Junction Box Body and 
pull back the ground wire out of the way.

2. Record the tag locations of the field wires on the Terminal Blocks to use 
later when installing the new parts. These terminations can also be found 
in Figure 3-5, 3-6, or 3-7 (depending on the application).

 Loosen the screws securing all of the field wires and the wires that make 
up the RTD cable on the Terminal Blocks in the Junction Box.

 Remove and pull back the wires from the Terminal Blocks.
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Figure 3-4.  
ASR900 Heater Assembly,  
120 V/240 V (100-1658-1A).
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 North American installations: 
Disconnect the conduit (or TEK cable, if used) and pull back the cable(s). If 
flexible conduit is used, pull it back.

 European installations: 
Loosen the cable gland(s) and pull back the cable(s).

3. Remove the four (4) M6 x 60 screws that secure the Heater Assembly to the 
Sample Probe.

Follow appropriate regulatory and/or company procedures to lock out 
the analyzer while the Heater Assembly is being worked on.

4. Remove the Heater Assembly from the Sample Probe Assembly and take it 
to a shop to work on it.

The Heater Assembly can be removed from the Sample Probe without 
removing the Sample Probe from the sample stream. 
 
The Heater Assembly should be worked on in a suitable shop or other 
area equipped with proper tools, equipment, and materials that are 
required for repairing explosion-proof devices.

5. Remove the eight (8) M6 x 16 screws that secure the Heater Assembly 
Cover to the Heater Block.

6. Remove the Heater Assembly cover and store it in a safe location, where 
the joining surface (flamepath) will not be scratched or damaged.

IMPORTANT 
When disassembling the Heater Assembly, retain all parts in a safe 
location to avoid losing or damaging them. These parts, with the 
exception of the parts being replaced, will be required when reassem-
bling the Heater Assembly.
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Figure 3-5.  
ASR900 Probe Retrofit Power/
Signal Connections.
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Figure 3-6.  
ASR900 Probe Heater 
Customer Connections (for 
wiring to North American 
GP or Div 2, or European CE 
GP analyzers with Hi-Temp 
Termination board, 100-1534).
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Figure 3-7.   
ASR900 Probe Heater 
Customer Connections (for 
wiring to North American or 
European Zone 1 analyzers 
with Hi-Temp Termination 
board, 100-1534).
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7. Remove the o-ring using an o-ring removal tool to avoid damaging the 
groove or the Heater Block joining surface.

Every time the Heater Assembly cover is removed, the internal o-ring 
must also be replaced. DO NOT INSTALL THE NEW O‑RING AT THIS 
TIME. Instructions on when to install the o-ring are described later in 
this procedure.

 Continue with Step 8 (Over-Temperature Switch), Step 9 (Heater Cartridge), 
and/or Step 10 (RTD) as necessary for the removal and replacement of 
these parts.

If replacing only one of these items, follow only the procedure for the 
appropriate step. If you are replacing two or more items, follow the 
procedure for each of the steps. Some steps for the different part re‑
placement procedures may be the same and certain procedures, 
such as routing wires, can be done at the same time.

8. Replace the Over-Temperature Switch:

a. Loosen and remove the two (2) M3 x 6 screws and two (2) 3 mm Inter-
nal Toothlock Washers that secure the Over-Temperature Switch and its 
mounting bracket in place.

b. Using a soldering iron, remove the solder from the wires on the Over-
Temperature Switch and remove the two wires.

 Remove any excess solder from the bottom of the Heater Block.

c. Assemble the new Over-Temperature Switch (Part No. 300-8637) and 
install it in the Heater Block.

Do not fully tighten the two (2) M3 x 6 screws that are used to secure 
the Over-Temperature Switch at this time. The Over-Temperature 
Switch and Heater Cartridge wires must be soldered before securing 
the Over-Temperature Switch in place.

d. Solder the Heater Cartridge wire to the closest terminal on the Over-
Temperature Switch. Solder the other wire to the other terminal.

 Carefully pull the wires back from the Junction Box end until there is 
no excess wire remaining inside the Heater Block.
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e. Tighten the two (2) M3 x 6 screws to secure the Over-Temperature 
Switch in place.

f. Replace other parts or continue with Junction Box reassembly.

9. Replace the Heater Cartridge:

The Heater Cartridge can be either 120 V or 240 V. Install only the 
proper Heater Cartridge for your application.

a. Inside the Heater Block, near the Heater Cartridge, carefully cut the 
wire leading to the Over-Temperature Switch.

Do not cut the wire that runs from the Heater Cartridge to the Termi-
nal Block. This wire is necessary to assist in the removal of the Heater 
Cartridge.

b. Remove the Heater Plug from the Heater Block.

c. Attempt to break the connection on the Heater Block side of the Ther-
mal Insulation Tube.

If you are able to break the connection:
i. Slowly and carefully turn the entire Junction Box/Thermal Insula-

tion Tube assembly to avoid twisting or breaking the wires while 
removing it from the Heater Block.

Take extreme care to avoid damaging the threads on the Thermal In-
sulation Tube and in the Heater Block. After removing the tube, cover 
the threaded ends to avoid damaging them. Clean, defect-free threads 
are essential to ensure a flame-proof connection.

ii. When the Thermal Insulation Tube is free from the Heater Block, 
carefully pull the Junction Box/Thermal Insulation Tube assem-
bly away from the Heater Block. Take care to avoid damaging the 
wires.

iii. Use the wire on the Heater Cartridge to pull it out from the Heater 
Block.
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 If you are not able to break the connection:
i. On the Junction Box, remove the plug opposite the Thermal Insula-

tion Tube.

ii. If not already done, remove the Terminal Block.

iii. Locate the wire from the Heater Cartridge and pull it through the 
port opposite the Thermal Insulation Tube. Then, use the wire to 
pull the Heater Cartridge through the Thermal Insulation Tube and 
Junction Box.

d. Using a soldering iron, remove the solder from the wire on the Over-
Temperature Switch that was cut earlier (the wire leading to the Over-
Temperature Switch). Pull back the wire from the Over-Temperature 
Switch.

 Remove any excess solder from the bottom of the Heater Block.

e. Install the new Heater Cartridge.

 If you were able to break the connection:
i. Insert the new Heater Cartridge in the Heater Block.

ii. Separate the heater leads so that the shorter wire goes up through 
the Heater Block to the Over-Temperature Switch.

 Solder the wire to the terminal the original wire was removed from 
on the Over-Temperature Switch.

Before continuing with the next step, be sure to inspect the threads on 
the Thermal Insulation Tube and in the Heater Block. If any threads 
have been damaged, replace the Thermal Insulation Tube only with 
an AMETEK-supplied Thermal Insulation Tube. DO NOT REPLACE 
WITH STANDARD ELECTRICAL CONDUIT.

iii. If the Thermal Insulation Tube (Part No. 300-8733) threads are 
damaged, replace it now. Apply a high-temperature grease/lubri-
cant (approved for use with threaded flamepath joints) to the 
threads that will be installed in the Junction Box and thread it into 
the Junction Box.

Do not thread the other end into the Heater Block at this time.
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iv. Route the other end of the Heater Cartridge wire, and the other 
wires and RTD cable, through the hole in the Heater Block, through 
the Thermal Insulation Tube, and into the Junction Box.

v. If required, carefully clean the threads in the Heater Block.

 Apply a high-temperature grease/lubricant (approved for use 
with threaded flamepath joints) to the threads on the Thermal 
Insulation Tube that will be installed in the Heater Block and care-
fully thread it into the Heater Block.

If you were not able to break the connection:
i. Orient the new Heater Cartridge as shown in Figure 3-4 and insert 

it in the opening opposite the Thermal Insulation Tube on the 
Junction Box.

 While holding the other wires and RTD cable that are routed from 
the Heater Cartridge and into the Junction Box (to ensure they are 
not pushed back and damaged), carefully push the Heater Car-
tridge into the Thermal Insulation Tube.

 Using a small blunt instrument, carefully push the Heater Cartridge 
into the Heater Block until the wires are visible inside the Heater 
Block.

ii. Separate the heater leads so that the shorter wire goes up through 
the Heater Block to the Over-Temperature Switch.

 Solder the wire to the terminal it was removed from on the Over-
Temperature Switch.

 If necessary, adjust the Heater Cartridge so it is properly seated in 
the Heater Block.

iii. Pull the wire from the Heater Cartridge into the Junction Box, 
along with the other wires and RTD cable.

iv. Replace the plug that was removed from the Junction Box.

 AMETEK recommends applying a small amount of high-tempera-
ture thread lubricant to the threads.

The thread lubricant must not contain copper.

f. Replace the Heater Plug in the Heater Block.

g. Replace other parts or continue with Junction Box reassembly.
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10. Replace the RTD:

a. Disconnect the RTD wiring and remove the RTD from the Heater Block.

b. Remove the Heater Plug.

c. Install the new RTD (Part No. 300-4924) in the Heater Block.

 Connect the new RTD wires to the old RED wires and pull the wires 
through the Thermal Insulation Tube from the Junction Box side.

 Carefully pull the RTD cable back from the Junction Box end until there 
is no excess cable remaining inside the Heater Block.

d. Replace the Heater Plug.

e. Continue with Step 11 for final Junction Box assembly.

11. To allow for easier wiring inside the Junction Box, cut any excess wire leads 
to approximately 4" (10 cm).

 Wire the terminal strip as per your notes (or Figure 3-5, 3-6, or 3-7).

12. Using a soft, non-abrasive cloth, clean the o-ring groove and the joining 
surfaces (flamepath) on the Heater Block and its cover. Take care to avoid 
dropping any contaminants into the Heater Block.

13. Insert the new Heater Assembly o-ring (Part No. 300-8721) by using your 
thumbs to push it into the o-ring groove in the Heater Block. Ensure it is 
properly seated in the groove.

14. Ensure the joining surfaces (flamepath) of the Heater Assembly Cover and 
the Heater Block are free of debris. Replace the Cover on the Heater Block 
and the eight (8) M6 x 16 screws that secure the Cover to the Heater Block.

 AMETEK recommends applying a small amount of high-temperature 
thread lubricant to the threads. Tighten the screws.

The thread lubricant must not contain copper.

15. Reposition the conduit (North American installations) or cable(s) (Euro-
pean installations) to the Probe Heater Assembly, reconnect the field wires, 
and reassemble the Junction Box (Figure 3-4 and Figure 3-5, 3-6, or 3-7):

a. Insert the field wires into the Terminal Block tag locations, according to 
your notes or Figure 3-5, 3-6, or 3-7.

 Tighten the screws to secure each wire to the appropriate Terminal 
Block tag location in the Junction Box.
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b. With the Junction Box o-ring in place on the Junction Box Cover, 
thread the Cover onto the Junction Box Body by hand and then 
tighten it using a suitable tool. Take care to avoid damaging the o-ring 
and the threads.

 Tighten the set screw on the end of the Junction Box Cover.

 Reconnect the ground to the Junction Box Body using the ground 
screw and washer.

c. Tighten the conduit connectors (North American installations) or cable 
gland(s) (European installations).

16. If all maintenance on the Heater Assembly is complete, replace and secure 
the Heater Assembly on the Sample Probe, as described in the section 
“Replacing Sample Probe Parts.”

The procedure is complete.
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Examining and Caring For the Flamepaths
The ASR900 Sample Probe Heater Assembly is designed with a flamepath that 
will prevent flame propagation from within the Heater Assembly to the out-
side, should an internal explosion occur. The minimum flamepath length must 
be at least 9.5 mm with a maximum surface roughness of 6.3 µm. The gap be-
tween the flange surfaces with the bolts tightened must not exceed 0.04 mm. 
Use A2 stainless steel fasteners with yield stress ≥450 MPa (65,300 psi).

The flamepaths on the Heater Assembly consist of:

• The Heater Assembly joining surfaces (Heater Body and the Heater Cover).

 During each analyzer maintenance, use a feeler gauge to check the 
flamepath gap between Heater (Block) Body and the Heater Cover join-
ing surfaces. The gap must not exceed 0.04 mm; if the gap exceeds this 
value, contact AMETEK for advice. See Warning below.

• All separable joints between the Heater Body and its Junction Box. These 
parts include the threads in the Heater Body and the Junction Box used 
to connect to the Thermal Insulation Tube, the threads on each end of the 
Thermal Insulation Tube, the larger diameter threads on the Junction Box 
and its Cover, and the o-ring groove. See Caution and Warning below.

If the Thermal Insulation Tube is removed, take extreme care to avoid 
damaging its threads and those in the Heater Block. Also, take care to 
avoid damaging the threads on the Junction Box and its cover. After 
removing these parts, cover the threaded end to avoid damaging the 
threads. Clean, defect-free threads are essential to ensure a flame-proof 
connection.

When performing equipment maintenance in hazardous areas, all 
safety standards and procedures must be followed, as specified by the 
Owner Company, local electrical-inspection authority, and National/
EU regulations.

Do not apply power to the analyzer/ASR900 Sample Probe if there is 
damage (scratches, indentations, or wear) to any flamepath. Applying 
power to an analyzer with a damaged flamepath is dangerous and 
could result in serious injury or death and/or serious damage to equip-
ment. Review this section for complete information about caring for 
the flamepaths.

Replace the parts immediately if damage or wear is apparent. Contact 
AMETEK immediately if there is any doubt about the integrity of any 
flamepath.
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Specifications

The ASR900 Sample Probe is designed for service in typical Sulfur Recovery 
Unit Tail Gas applications. Steam composition is typically <10 % H2S,  
<10 % SO2, and <1000 ppm elemental sulfur.

Methodology
The heated sample probe is used to draw sample gas from a process and 
prevent sulfur from condensing and plugging the analyzer’s sample system. It 
draws a sulfur vapor-laden gas sample from the process, maintains it at a tem-
perature of about 130–135 °C/266–275 °F, removes sulfur vapor from it using 
a coalescer and sulfur condenser (also called SKO, or sulfur knock-out), returns 
the sulfur to the process, and transports the sulfur vapor-reduced gas to the 
analyzer for analysis.

ASR900 Probe Heater Specifications
The Heater Assembly is the only part of the Sample Probe that is electrically 
powered.

Specification Description

Power Consumption Maximum Power: 150 W

Electrical Requirements Supply Voltage:  20 VAC ±10 %, 47–63 Hz 
240 VAC ±10 %, 47–63 Hz

Ambient Temperature -50 °C to +70 °C (-58 °F to +158 °F),  
typical operating conditions with AMETEK Insulating Flex Pack.

Ingress Protection NEMA Type 4, IP 55
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ASR900 Probe Valve Assembly Specifications
The following specifications apply to both the Standard and High Temperature 
versions of the probe valves, except where noted.

Specification Description

Typical Flow Rate 3–5 L/min (0.1–0.18 CFM)

Sample Gas Transport Air Aspiration: Requires <1.0 SCFM (from analyzer)
Air Quality: As per ANSI/ISA S7.0.01 (1996) Quality 

Standard for Instrument Air.

Minimum Ambient 
Temperature

High Temperature ASR900 Sample Probe only: 
-29 °C (-20.2 °F)

Maximum Process 
Temperature

High Temperature ASR900 Sample Probe: 
450 °C (842 °F)

Minimum Probe 
Temperature

High Temperature ASR900 Sample Probe only: 
-29 °C (-20.2 °F)

Maximum Probe 
Pressure

10.3 Barg (150 PSIG)

Process Connection 1-1/2-inch M-NPT flange

Various ANSI Flange Adapters available (e.g., 1-1/2" to 3" at 
150 lb or 300 lb).

For details, refer to the Analyzer Final “As-Built” drawings, 
located in the Documentation Package folder shipped 
with the analyzer or the ASR900 Sample Probe.

Physical Dimensions Height:  6.7 cm (10.5")
Diameter:  12.7 cm (5")
Clearance (each side):  

5.0 cm (2") for installation purposes
Weight:  Approximately 11.5 kg (25 lb)
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ASR900 Probe Approvals and Certifications

ASR900 Probe Heater Directives and Standards

CSA Class I, Division 1, Groups B, C, D;  
Ex d IIB + H2 T3 (Class I, Zone 1, Group IIB + H2) 
General Safety Requirements

CSA and UL Standards.

ATEX DEKRA Certificate No.: KEMA 01ATEX2177 X; 
II 2 G    Ex db IIB+H2 T3 Gb or 
II 2 G    Ex db IIB+H2 T3

IECEx IECEx Certificate No.: IECEx DEK 15.0035X; 
Ex db IIB+H2 T3 Gb or 
Ex db IIB+H2 T3

GOST 1ExdIIBT3 Complies with all relevant European 
Directives 
GOST Pattern Approval

RoHS Restriction of Hazardous Substances Directive:  
2011/65/EU (RoHS 2)

ASR900 Probe Valve Assembly Directives

PED Pressure Equipment Directive: 
2014/68/EU  
Article 4, Paragraph 3

CRN High Temperature ASR900 Sample Probe only

Canadian Registration Number: 
0H05289.235R1
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ASR900 Probe Heater Marking

The Probe Heater Assembly is the only part of the Sample Probe that is electri-
cally powered. A Probe Heater with CSA, ATEX, or IECEx certification is marked 
with the label shown below.

DANGER:

II 2 G

0344

Ne pas ouvrir si une atmosphère
gazeuse explosive peut être
présente.

Do not open when an explosive
gas atmosphere is present.

Heat resistant cable & 1/2"
NPT Ex d cable glands shall
be used, suitable for 85°C.

Model: ASR900 Heater

Certificate No: KEMA 01ATEX2177 X

__120 __240 Vac, 47-63 Hz, 150W
CL. I, GRP. B,C,D; CL. I, ZONE 1
Ex db IIB + H   T3

Tamb. -50°C to +70°C

2

SN:                                YR:

Enclosure Type 4, IP 55

IECEx DEK15.0035X
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